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Selected As A Best All flit)und Kentucis, Conilnunity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway Qiinity,

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In aim
-'Ay'

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 2, 1970
Vandalism Reported
On Articles In
Sharon Bucy Car

Brother Of
Teacher Dies

Miss Sharon Grey Bucy of
New Concord reported vandal
in of articles valued at MAO
from her car parted at the Be)
Air Shopping Center on Wednesday between four pm. and
nine p. m.
A check for $7.- was vandalized along with a pair of black
dress boots, suitcase, red ddrt,
pair blue stacks, green swat
shizt, four pairs
panties, two
broadarok airo-koM slips, large
boll% of- spray astegne, and
some sachet, aocording to the
list given to the Murray Police
Department.
Miss Bucy reported the vandalism to the police on Thursday at 6:55

10* Per Copy

Son-in-Law of Local
Woman Succumbs In
Jacksonville, Fla.

••••

VoL LXXXXI No. 1

Rescuers Find Toy
Lenning's Body In
reckage Of Plane

W. L. Pollard of Jacksonville,
Fla., age 42, died on New Year's
Detective James R. Ratliff, Day at two am.
age 47, brother of William RatSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
liff, former teacher at DougVivian Turner of Jacksonville,
las High School, was one of two
Fla.; mother-in-law, Mrs. Mamie
persons killed in a holdup and
Turner of Turner; brother-inshoot-out Tuesday at Green- law, Clyde Turner of Murray;
well's Market, Louisville.
mother, Mrs. Lillian Pollard of
Detective Ratliff, age 47, and
Liberty, N. C.; sister, Mrs. HowPatrolman Donald William Gaskin, age 31, died as a result of ard Humble Liberty, N. C.; broGround crews today found
injuries sustained. Wounded in ther Ocie Pollard of Greensbothe body of Murray pilot, Toy
the same robbery attempt and ro,M-C.;_sseveral nieces and
Lenning, t6, who disappeared
shoot-out were Patrolman Gem- nephews.
while making a landing apge W. Grissom 24, and Detec- Funeral services were held toJacksont30 a.m.
proach to the Crossville, Tentive Robert C. Carter, 52, Who
nessee, airport on December 23.
are both in serious condition at ville and the body was then
Lenning's body was found in
General Hospital, Louisville. transferred to Loflin Funeral
Home in Liberty, N. C., where
the -wreckage of his twin-enCharged in the shooting
gine Piper Contisatielii-eirly
Thomas Aries Scott, Jr., 20, and another funeral-6,We* will be
this morning The wreckage had
Larry Tyrone Lenston, 18. Tuck- held on Sunday M..L30 p.m.
been sighted from the air about
er had been out on bond on a
NOW YOU KNOW
3:45 p.m. yesterday afternoon
charge of armed robbery in a,
abut darkness kept the search
by United Press Internatioael New Albany, Inc., holdup at the
party from reaching the plane.
The first adhesive postage time of the shooting of . the
Lenning, owner of Lenning's
stamp was the Great Britain Louisville policemen. Both Scott
ASLEEP IN THE DEEP-Aerial view of a farm near Wallingford. Vt., following 48-insnAnow.,
ing Service which is basesi at
"Penny Black" issued in 18410 and Lenston were denied bond
Kyle Fiela here in Murray, was
after the shooting.
en toutesto pick up passengers
Prat and Mrs. Leon Miller Funeral services for Jack
of Murray left today to attend Church of St. Louis, Mo., were
at Cookeville, Tenn., when cona
p.m.
at
at
1:30
Monday
held
tact was lost.
the funeral of Detective Ratliff
BurLouis.
Lenning's plane crashed into
on Saturday. He is the brother funeral home in St.
of Prof. Miller's brother-in-law. ial was in the Mt. Hope Cemea bluff about 15 miles south of
Crossville, near Hinch MounWilliam Ratliff, his brother, is tery in that city.
BOWLING GRiEN, Ky. 1911Church is survived by his
now a teacher at Central High
tain, and rescuers said this
Toy Lenning
Ed A. Diddle Sr., 74, colorful
Michaux
Buthel
Mrs.
wife,
School, Louisville.
morning that he apparently
former Westbra Kentucky UniChurch who is a former resi‘4,
died on impact when the plane
versity basketball coat+ who
one
County;
Galloway
of
dent
hit
Farther south along the CamBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
retired in 1964, died today at a
daughter, Miss Janice Church
A spokesman for the CumberSAIGON (UPI) - Guerrilla bodian frontier, 115 miles southhospital here after suffering
of St- Louis, Mo.; sister-in-law,
land County Sheriffs office in
Allied
an
attacked
west
of
Saigon,
soldiers
guerrilla
troops
lie thirteenth heart attack.
Mrs. Lillian Sewell of KirkCrossville told the Ledger &
By United Press international
He had been hospitalized sin- bivouac in the shadow of Sup- were thrown back trying t o
wood, Mo.; uncle, Oscar HensTimes by phone tner morning
fought
Mountain
overrun
and
a
South
erstition
Vietnamese
arSouth
of
Hills
The Black
ce Dec. 13, and had been thoMo.
Louis,
St.
of
ley
tnat the plane was.a total loss
U.S. troops northwest of Saigon mor bivouac this morning. GovDakota were buried under four ught to be improving.
He was a member of the
Officials of the Federal Aviafeet of snow today with more
Diddle, known as "Uncle Ed" today in the only combat report- ernment troops, reporting light
of
Church
Blaine
Spring and
. _
tion Administration said mist&
falling at the rate of 1% inches to the thousands of Western ed after truces for the New losses of their nen', said they
Christ in St. Louie.
ASiolph McGee who operated vestigation would be madeslp
killed 15 of the attackers.
an hour.
students and a/uAni, saw his Year.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hurt of
Thirty-two Viet Cong were
In Saigon, a terrorist bomb
Two traffic collisions occurr- Murray returned home Thurs- the Seneral store at Penny in determine the cause of the
The South Dakota Highway bairketball teams move from old
crash.
Patrol said all roads in the tobacco warehouse floors to the killed against light Allied loss- before dawn destroyed an Amer- ed Wednesday in the city limits day after attending the funeral Calloway County for two years
Leaning lived with his wife,
ican jeep parked in the Choloa of Murray, according to the rewas clalmed.../ay-death Wednes_
lead-Deadwood area were block- multi-million dollar arena which es.
Ruby, at 505 Broad Street and
10:15 p.m.
US. B52 bombers went back section, wounding four Viet- ports filed by the irvestigating
ed and there web "no travel bean his name on campus here.
th came at the Veterans for a number of years operated
possible."
Coach of the Western Ken- on the attack during the night, namese women, military spokes- officers of the Murray Police
in St. Lapels, Mo. He his flying service in Murray,
II
II:;Ttal
Wide bands of seowfail, some tucky Hilltoppers for 42 years, hitting targets along the Cam- men said. The terrorists who Department. No injuries were
had been in ill health for two primarily chartering flights for
locally heavy, were reported he saw his teams win more bodian border, and a terrorist planted the time bomb escaped. reported.
Vice President Spiro T. Agyears. He Sod his wife, the for- the college, and local business
from the Rockies to the Great games at one school than any bomb exploded in Saigon this
mer No-Vella Pace, who sur- and industry.
Cars involved in the collisicn
Lakes and across the Ohio Val- other coach in the history of morning, wounding four per- new concluded his overnight
Lenning was in the European
vives, operated the general
ley to the Appalachians. South- college basketball. Diddle was sons. A broadcast monitored in visit to the war zone today and at 1:50 pro, were a 1968 Buick
store at Penny about eleven Theatre during World War U
gate's= Mew summesiatt maks mat max sown war o tom Saigon. maid Communist tattoos. haft for Nationalist China to sisal- door owned by AlbertsMCs
and
"repeatedly
stemattacking
continue
his
10-nation
tour at Knight and driven by Jean Reed
years ago.
and did not leant to fly until
west Texas also reported mow. coached more than 1,000 games
dily," killed, wounded or cap- Asia.
McGee, age 58, is survived 1046. He took flying lessons as
MeMeight, do Big K, and a
Light rain fell along the Gulf for one college.
While in Vietnam, Agnew 1908 Chevrolet two door hardtured 645,000 Allied troops in
By SHULLIN SHAW
by his wife, Mrs. Novella Pace a veteran under Hamp Erwin,
Coast.
1969, shot down 6,400 aircraft visited two combat bases and top owned by J. R. Mahan and
TAIPEI (UPI) - Vice Presi- McGee of St Louis, Mo.; one Gene Graham and Tommy HowTemperatures dropped below
and destroyed 19,000 military got briefings from both Amer- driven by John Patrick Mahan dent Spiro Agnew flew to Tai- son, Vernon McGee of Flat Riv- ard.
;aro in portions of 10 states
vehicles, 10,830 of them tanks ican and South Vietnamese of- of Murray Route Two.
wan today from a New Year's er, Mo; and two grandchildren.
For some years he flew a sinearly today, and subfreezing
"The victories in 1969 dealt a ficials. He visited wounded GIs
visit to Vietnam, where he vis- He was the brother-in-law of gle engine plane but several
readings were reported as far
heavy blow to the Americans' in a field hospital before his Police said the'McKnight car ited two artillery bases and Dewey Pace of Murray Route Years ago acquired a twin-enSouth as the Florida Panhandle.
was backing into 6th Street said talks with South Vietna- One, Joe Pace, Mrs. Virgil Cox, gine Comanche,
end henchnfen's Vietnamization departure.
A power boat capsized in a
_which increasA breakin was reported at
At one of the forward out- from a parking lot and hit the mese leaders had convinced him and Mrs. Mary Wilkins, all of ed not only the payload he was
"riptide area" of the Pacific off the Hazel Lumber Company on scheme," the broadcast said.
Mahan
car
in
the
left
door
Vice President Spiro T. Ag- posts, the vice president told
"we are following the right Si Louis, Mo.
El Porto Beach Park in South- New Year's Eve night, accordable to carry, but also distances
Funeral services will be held to which he could fly.
ern California. Lifeguards pull- ing to Sheriff Fannie Stubble- new ended his one-day visit to US. troops not to believe what Which' was parked at the curb path."
on
a.metetr.
the war zone saying conversa- they read in "certain publicaAgnew was welcomed to t
t the O'Sullivan-Muckle-Kroin
Lenning was known to be a
ed seven youngsters out of the field.
Damage to the Mahan car island nation by C. K. Yen, vice Funeral Home in St. Louis, Mo., careful
tions with government officials tions" about antiwar sentiment
choppy waves but rescuers apilot and took few
Calvin Key, operator of the had convinced him -that "we are in the United States and said was on the left side, but no president and premier of Natweekend. Burial will be in chances. His tlYing service gave
bandoned the search for Albert Lumber company, . said
entry following the right path" in the American public was 1G0 damage was reported to the ionalist China. His schedule call- this
the Jefferson Barracks. Ceme- impetus to the local airport
Sexton, 45, and five other chil- Wit3 gained
by-breaking a win- Vietnam.
McKnight car.
per cent behind them.
ed for a meeting with General tery there.
dren Thursday nighl.
when it was first organized and
dow in the front of the build:The
second
collision
at
9:57
Ninety minutes after their
Issimo Chiang Kai-shek before
Plummeting temperatures put
be was the first airport maning. The Safe had been rolled three-day standdown ended at 1
p.m.
occurred
on
the
Jim
leaving Saturday for Thailand
an ice-hard glaze -on holidayager.
part of the way out of the a m. noon EST Thursday, North
Adams IGA parking lot.
on his 10-nation. Asian tour.
stohn mow and rain in parts
Leaning was in an airplane
building,
but
nothing
else
was
Involved
were
a 1962 ChevroVietnamese troops attacked a
Yen praised Agway' for his
of Nevada, Montana, Wyoming,
itish'-aliveral years ago, east
bothered,
Key
said.
let
four .door driven by Robert "great service to the United
South Vietnamese armor camp
Colorado, New Mexico, North
of Kyle. Field. In this instance
E. Mitchell of Louisville, and a stares. You have not only won
and South Daktoa, New York, Deputy Sheriff Calton Morgan 115 miles west-southwest of
Eleven persons were sited he liteed in a field and might
1968 Opel two door driven by the admiration and respect of
Vermont and New Hampshire. and a state policeman from Saigon near Superstition Mounby
the Murray Police Depart- Peasible-sham landed without
Cadiz
investigated
breakin
the
Ross
C.
Williams,
1405
Poplar
American
sections
of
broad
the
tain, a long-time guerrilla reIt wst 12 below at Albany,
ment
on WrInesday and Thurs- injury had It not been for a
Street.
people, but you have also macic
doubt on the Cambodian border.
N. Y., 9 below at Burlington,
ditch in the center of the field.
day,
according
to the citation
Mitchell
was
going
west
on
many friends overseas for your
spoicesmen said the
Vt., 3 below at Lebanon, N. H,
The single engine plane was dereports.
the
IGA
parking
lot
starting
to
country."
governmefit defenders, suffering
'
6 below at Williston, N. D, 2
Clyde Perry, age 23, of North
They were three for driving molished and Lenning suffered
On his arrival Agnew assurid
below at Sioux Falls, S. D., 4 belight losses, killed 16 of the at- Cherry Street, Murray, is list- leave when Williams pulled inwhile
intoxicated, one for dis- some injury but walked away
to
the parking tat colliding with the government the -United
low at Butte, Mont., one below
tackers and captured is indi- ed in fair condition this morn'
regarding
gtop sign, one for from the wreckage. Th4lane
The
Murray
Fire
Department vidual weapons and three grethe Mitchell car, according to States would honor its defense
at Las Vegas, N. M., 4 below
ing
by
officials
of
Murray.
the
public
a
drunkenness,
cal) Thosedse at nade launchers. Militsry sources
disorderly latter burned when si
the police report
commitments in Asia, someat Eagle, Colo., and 3 below at
Calloway County Hospital.
arrived and ignited the'
:30
p.
m
to
a
house
at
414
Damage
to
the
Mitchell
car
other
he
has
govtold
thing
Elko, Nev., early today with
said the North Vietnamese. re(Continued on Page Eight) line soaked area.
South 12th Street. The house
was
on
the
left
quarter
panel,
ernments so far on She tour.
temperatures still falling.
cently moved back into SuperPerry was admitted to the
Is owned by -Hoyt Roberts.
Flood waters continued to
The trice preeldent's jetliner
hospital on Wednesday at 10:53 bumper, and tail light, and to
Fire was from an electric stition Mountain's deep caves.
the
Williams"
car
on the left landed at 1 a.m.' EST, jest, 12'
recede in the valleys of the
The fighting 42 miles north- p. m. with a stab wound in the
heater in the bedroom and
front
fender
and light.
Southern and Central Appalaminutes after his wife, Judy,
damage was, reported to the west of Saigon later pitted US. chest, according to hospital ofchians. A county official in Souarrived in another US., Air
wallpaper above the heater as 25th Infantry Division troops ficials.
thwestern West Virginia said
Force let from Manilas where
well aa smoke damage in the against 50 to 70 guerrillas, with The Murray Police
•
it was the worst flooding since house,
were nonhe had stayed while he was in
according to the css die Americans reporting 16
NO SEEN & HEARD
Vietnam
linskuLite of&ML damage_e*
Yset_Cent slunsagaiust 110. Istillf 'fled of the dab wound and an
timate was available. At least
TriveWation was made. The
w,
ore
Two troche end en the fire. es of their own.
two persons were killed in flood.
B*n Hoe Air Base outside SaiThe final tally for the 24- stabbing allegedly occurred at
men who were on duty for New
Seen
and
Heard,
front
page
caused accidents.
his
gon he was impressed by the
day answered the call hoar Allied New Year's truce
home.Yar's
column of the. Ledger and confidence and resolve of South
listed 116 Communist - initiated
Times,
will
not be publishod Vietrnmese leaders to end the
No charges have been filed
incidents of fighting. US. losses were put at six dead and 14 following the stabbing, accord- today and Saturday. The writer war on their own terms. He had
swoemseeTsase_sez_guirto the Murry Police De. of the column is taking a two met with both US. and So
nay vacaTiran
partment.
Vietnamese leaders.
ported slain.
II sited Prose Worm atloofa
"These discussions have conThe
U.S.
Command
keeps
reTAY NINE, VIETNAM, (Allfirmed to me the wisdom of
cord only of what it calls "eneTNC) - First Lieutenant Carcloudy my - initiated" incidents. This
Mostly
Kentucky:
our policies," Agnew said. "We
roll R. Rich, 24, son of Mr. and through Saturday with a few
are following the right path."
includes cases in which U. S.
Mrs. James L Rich, 1315 Mon- light snow flurries today and to- Agnew took off from Bien
troops fired first at guerrillas
roe St., Sturgis, KY., received night and mainly in east SaturIns after visiting wounded Gt.;
approaching
their
positions.
The
Commendation
Methe Army
bay. Continued cold through
t the 24th Evacuation Hospital
dal while serving with the 25th Saturday. Highs today mostly command makes no breakdown
at Long Binh, 18 miles north II
Infantry Division near Tay In 30s. Lows tonight 18 to 28. of who fired first.
Saigon
South Vietnamese headquarNinh, Vietnam.
"People ... Are Prove'
ters said it lost 25 dead and 72
U. Rich earned the award for
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.3, wounded in 30 incidents of
The vice president had told
meritorious service as executive
troops at two artillery posts
officer of Headquarters Cons down 0.2, below dani 321.5 up fighting during the Commullial
north of Saigon on Thursday
truce but kept—liTi
n
zialiikTen
pony, 2o1 Battalion of the di- 5.3; 28 gates ol:4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m 354.6, of losses during the shorter
"People back home are pretty
vision's 34th Armor.
.0.1; below ,dam 334.7, up Allied cease-fire.
down
darned proud of you.
Janssen,
• lives in
His wife„
"Don't be mislead by wh
1.7; 10 gates open.
Six flights of 1152 bombers
Murray,
Sunset 4;51; Sunrise 7:10.
you may see and read in certain
came in early today for postThe award was presented No
Moon. rose 1:37 a. m.
publications - it just doesn't
truce raids against what were
vember 9.
reflect the feeling oLthe Amerdescribed as bunker complexes
•
a
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
eau
ican people about the job that's
•
Kentucky: Temperatures ere tid weapons positions 61 miles
WSCS NOT TO MUT
being done by American fightDISCOVERS ART TREASURES Dr: Iris C. Love, assistant prosiltpected to average 6 lo. 12 northwest of Saigon along the
ing men in Vietnam."
lessor at Long Island University, reported to her
colleagues
The Women's Socieetlf degree, below normatrwith not Cambodian border.
The Vice president said he
attending the annual nteetiDg of the ArchaecLiofiicallestaute
ss
Christian Service of the First much change in temperatu
.
was
impressed
h'
-"the
air
of A meririkdril San Fiance/4k° that she freliktes sho:has di,.ONS CiT115
'MST STOP ON (0-NAT OttTOijr-dretwinic pieces of Moan
United Methodist Church will through the middle of neat
confidence,, willingness
1111
covered the temple of Aphrodite. Dr. Love believes her
rock lind space pictures of
PlIntppines as giltro tat. Vice
not meet on Tuesday as an week. Kentucky normal highs
exca-'r;quiet
resolve which the VietnaNormal
44
lows
te
Si.
21
vations
to
54.
at
the
One
calendar
ruins.
person
social
of
was
cited by the
President Spiro T. Agnew i,..ntori is greeted In.Manila on
maimed in the
Ko4Eo,$,70o the Turkish toast, Abilyr'
mese leadership-displayed."
Precipitation expected to
I'VS(11 L in the
Murray Police-Department on
the first stop of hts, to-notleit. 18-dily Asian goodwill, tour.
--at the Ledger & Times. Mem--reeeverreveallirrroms stattit!,..MENg art._
"The
new
year
will-bring
U9
one:quarter
So
tel
one half-lash- Teetday.sTbassitation was for
tarts found at the site Are:- Hellenistic marble
Oease note that the WSCS
The-iersobsisat•
belfirice Prestoreiit Fernando Lopez. closer to
statue: of a:.
"
our common-goal - War11,An aid tWo
occurring early next week.
running a red light.
will not meet.
marble ?mats one of ad athlete the other
iieft"! land istrirtgerefe ietney Carlos P. !tomato
Peace," 1w.sold.
", •
- _ •••
' of the god Dionysus
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Jack Church Dies-In St. Louis, Mo. .

* *

Four Foot
Snow Buries
So.Dakota

Ed Diddle, Former
WKU Coach, Dies-

Viet Cong Guerrillas Attack
411ipd Bivouac Near Saigon

AdolphMcGee
PasesAtvay

Two Wrecks
InvestWeil

Agnew Flies
To Taiwan

Breakin Reported
At Hazel Lumber

Eleven Persons Are
Cited By Police

Clyde Perry
Is Stabbed

House Damaged By —...,)&111tarY
Fire On Thursday

Carroll Rich
Receives Medal
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of the total support given, and Aid out who can best use the
Form 2120 must he signed by eideoption.
enough of the group for -their (The neat article explores
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
an
li=o
st the by United
giving to total 50% of the sup- contributions tio
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
Press Inteenationai
• be
many ways
port.
-4,- -The TImes-lierald. October 20, me, and the West Kentuckian,
A common example of this made to your favorite charity or aJanuary 1, 1942
--Today is Friday, Jan. 2, the
ntuation is where a parent is church.)
143 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 43111
Vecond day of 19'70 with 363 tn
supported by more than one
follow,
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
child. No one child gives as
The moon is in its last
as
much
half
support
the
but
We reaerveithe right to reject any AdverUsing, Letters to the Editor.
quarter.
_
or Public Voice Reins which, in our °Melee, are not for the best Fined with her shopping,
Mist: normal exit. As another court
The morning stars are Venus all give at least 10%. They then
Interest of our readers.
Wilson headed for the autdmatic in denying damages to a tall said,
and Jupiter.
get together, agree who will
man
is the third in a series
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER,00, IVA doors at the front of the market who bumped his head on a short (This
The evening stars are Mercuarticles on Federal tax filing. claim the exemption for a par.
mistake,
by
approached
But
she
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y,
door:
ticular year, sign Form 2120 and
ry, Mars and Saturn.
article
prepared
was
a
The
as
the IN side instead of the OUT
Stephenson Bldg Detroit, Mich.
attach it to the return of the
"The
On this day in history:
side Just then someone activated obvious.height of the doorway was public service by The Kentucky child who makes the claim.
MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan. 1 It
was
not
a
source
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
In 1776, continental soldiers
of
society
of Certified Public AcColley,
M the IN door, which swung against danger to a person exercising
Funeral
services
Coy
for
Something
raise ID considersea- countants.)
raised the first flag of George
Second Class Matter
Mrs. Wilsona,and knocked her sonable
if the person to be claimed has 67, of 203 Fuller St., will be Washington's
care."
army at Cann
BUBSCIOITON RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Mg, per down.
Byrn
Friday
held
p.m.
at
2:30
at
medical or drug expenses, try
Yet, some doors are not obvious egele
_
A .00
taxpa
exemp
against tax- to have the one who is to claim Funeral Chapel with W. E. bridge, Mass.
er
exemption
Month $1.52. In Calloway and acnoining
at all. A number of recent cases able income
counties.
year.
$6.50;
Per
for himself and
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere e16.00. All service subscription
the exemption pay the medical Wardlow and James Shockley
have involved all-glass doors, for each person who
s WOO.
qualifies and drug expenses as part of officiating.
which sometimes give what the law
"The Ostateadieg Clete Asset of a Community h the
taxpayer.
ou
ptionin
a
adet
of eaan
nonh
epen
the
ter
In 1905, Soviet forces landed
calls "an illusion of space." Courts ays dget
the support. He can then claim
Integrity et Its Newspaper"
have usually held that if a person the year
Mr. Colley died Wednesday of at Port Arthur
Manchuria,
you attain the age of the medical deduction as well
bumps unwittingly against such a
as the exemption.
asphyxiation when a small gat surrendered to '
the Japanese
exempti
er
ontined
nyon
).
lawif
door, the management may be held 16;:canarde
heater went out in a small rood ilid--anded the last major
FRIDAY - JANUARY 2. 1S
blind
responsible.
Births, deaths and marriages
on Deward Warren's farm,
military engagement in the
These
But this applies only if the door
You can claim an exemption cated some four miles southeast Russo-Japanese War,
two excalPtians
arewenta
ail°
ahaveailahmleeetst
e
e
ni
o
heo
se
rem
reg
spou
is truly deceptive in appearance. If
for each child regardless of of Mayfield just off Ky. 121.
In 1959, MoscOvr radio anthe
, Markings or handles give fair warnwhen they are born during the
nounced a cosmic rocket had
According
to
your
bracket
(14%
ing that the door is there,,
then ihe
1741111124ATIONAL
BrMIMED
year. Ai long as they are born
Survivors include the widow been launched toward the
.store cannot be blamed by the per- thessehlo:xestem,ptt:xn"youthe highest) before midnight-of December
Mrs. Ruby Colley; four brothers moon.
claim
son who Walks into it.
31st, you can clalut them as
In 1968 Dr. Christiaan BarIn due course, she filed a damWhatever type of door it is, the worth between $84.00 and $420 - dependency exemptions for the Deward Colley, Murray, Aubre3
Colley, St. Petersburg, Fla., Rol nard performed his second
VATICAN CITY
Vepe Paul VI, opening 1970 with a prayer age suit against the store.
management does have an affirma- 00 in Federal income tax say- entire tax year.
Colley, Graves County, and J successful heart transplant, The
"It is true the. dove were label, tive duty to keep it in good work- ings, plus the surtax thereon
ftelsOuncing firms which. MU arms to nations which lack hospitals
Likewise, you can file a joint
Let Us now look at particular
patient was Dr. Philip Blafbergi,
ed 'IN' and DOT'." she said in ing order. Thus:
ind scboolg
tax return with your wife as T. Colley, Port Huron, Mich.
,mart.._"ilisi.the words were placed
A woman was seriously injured-points of interest concerning long as you marry before mid- and two sisters, Mrs. Calvin Gal a dentist.:
"Lord,It is trust We are 'sot on the right track."
ts
loway, 'Mu, and Mrs. San
above eye level, where they were in a revolving door when someone
ti
of December 31st.
---enet-easy.-te-see.--No wonder-1-1191-speeded-it-around with-a push, „_„..11fIsto
are Dependents
Johnson, Graves County.
6
- /ice Irresident Spiro T. Agnew, commenting -1
deplathat
on
A
who died on
up."
To qualify as a dependent fAt
•
vestigation revealed that the brake
Burial will be in the Farming
talks with U. S. and South Vietnamese leaders during a flying mixed
lannery 1, 1960 would entitle
A though for the day: Greek
However,
the court denied her brushes,'which were supposed to whom the $600.00 deduction is
the taxpayer to a full $600.00 ton Cemetery.
visit to Vietnam:
poet Hesiod said, "For himself
claim. The judge said the store hold the sexed down, were all allowed, a person must:
Friends
tuner
call
may
the
at
exemption for 1969.
"These discussions have confirmed to me the wisdom of our wasdoes a man work in working
entitled to assume-that a ciii- 'Worn °of.
(1) Bear a certain relationship What Is support
al home.
policies. We are followint the right path,"
tomer would pay doter attention
evils for another."
Accordingly, a court ruled that to the taxpayer or have been a
The amount of support a perto where. she was Eini.
-the m.Husgem-st was liable for the member of the taxpayer's house- son receives is
NEW YORK - Mayor John V. Lindsay, promising that he will
not always in
Generally apeaking, the taw ex- womarestinjury.
hold
for
The
entire
tax
year.
Its negligent upmoney. For example, you are
try to prevent a rise in New York City transit fares from 20 pects the normal shopper to be keep, said the court, had changed
(2) Have a gross income of claimiog your
widowed mother
able to navigate safely out of the a safe exit into a place
to 30 cents a ride:
of danger. less thee $600.00, although this as a dependent.
She owns the
"A 25-cent fare would be sad enough. A 30-cent fare would be
limitation does not apply in
house she lives in, and has a
a tragedy for every working man and woman in the city."
the ease of a child of the taxsmall income from ac investPhone 753-1273
payer who is a full-time stument. To determine how much 1
*
MANHATTAN BEACH, Calif.- Albert Sexton Jr., survivor of
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
dent, or under 19 years of age
of her own support she is proWe Have It- We Will Get It -Or It Can't de Had
a boating accident in which his father and six others were lost,
(3) If married, not have filed
viding, it is necessary to dedescribes his feelings when the hull of a swamped boat overturned
a joint return with his or her termine
the
fair
rental
value
of
on top of him:
spouse for the taxable year.
the house. If the amount of
"I thought I was going to be'dead. I was fighting every way
(4) Have received his support support you
are providing exfrom
could
I
everybody was screaming for help."
the taxpayer-usually ceeds the income
she is receivmore than half, but it can be ing
arid the rental value of the
more than .10% when multiple house for
Sedative for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tension
the year, then you
support elections apply.
SMITHLAND„ Ky., Jan. 1 have met the support test. OnEach Sapsule Contains:
Most non-resident aliens can- ly those
amounts
Funeral services for Lester Alnot qualify as dependents even by a dependent actually spent
Phenyttoloxamine Citrate
on his own up88 mg
len Doom, 30, will be held at 2
if they meet the four tests. keep will be
LEDCiElt A TIMES FILE
considered, and not
Salicylamide
130 mg
Moreover, a taxpayer is allow- his total
p.m. Saturday at Smith Funeral
income. The source of
ed only one exemption for a the money
Chapel with Burial in Leeper
Distributed
has no bearing on
dependent
even if that depend- the test. It can come
_
Cemetery;
from
taxent
is blind or over 85 years able income,
Deaths rtported are Ivy Lyons, age 67, Mrs. Doak" Farmer, age
The Rev. H. G. Sullivan and
non-taxable income
af age.
84, and Jim Straddr, age 80,
(social security), borrowed monClifford Basham will officiate.
Murray, lee. 42071
Phone 733-1231
Child under age 19
Mayor Holmes Ellis was the speaker atthe meeting of the Murray
ey
or
savings.
Mr.-Doom, of Ledbetter, was'
4
This means any child of the
Rotary Club.
Support, generally speaking,
fatally' innued-late Wednesday
taxpayer who has not reached includes
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland K. Darnell and children of Cocoa. Fla., night a truck accident on Ky.
board, lodging, cloththe
age
of
19
at
the
doleof
spent the holidays with relatives here.
ing, education, vacations, church
70 three miles south of Smith. -MIER FitOki "ZODIAK"
the
tax
year
can
still
qualify
as
The Young Business Men's Club annual bird supper will be held land. He was thrown from the In Munich, Germany, Amercontributions, medical and denan exemption to the parent even tal
January 4 at Rudolph Thurman's cabin on Kentucky Lake.
care, and entertainment.
truck when it struck a patch of ican attorney Melvin Belli
if the child has earned more
,. .
.
However, in the case of a child
ice, spun around and traveled .1 right shows fellow lawyer
than $600.00 thet year. Tha par. who Is a student,
any amounts
did
Vastlious Chouloa a letter 1.eat, however, must ,still meet
backwards before crashing.
* TONITE thru SATURDAY *
received as scholarship dot not
the support test.
U. S. Ward of Ledbetter, driv- Beilt sayts Wait sent to him
have
to
be
taken
into
account
California's
by
"Zochak killChild at full-time student
er of the truck, suffered only
in figures
You can't e-ccapc _
Any child of the taxpayer Support gross support.
scratches to the knee in the mis- Tr,- which mentioned ninth
does not include
The Stalking Moon.
LEDGER al TIKES FILE
who is a •fulltirne student, at:
hap. Another passenger, Stan W. and tenth victims. "Zodialt"
however,
wants Belli to help capture
tends school five full Calendar provided the value of services
Silver, also of Ledbetter, was
by the taxpayer to
•••110•14.6.
him
to
months
prevent
•••• •
of
possible
furthe
tax
year, at a re- the dependent.
not injured.
'
For example,
GREGORY • EVA MARIE
gular
slayings.
ther
educational
./Cablephoto)
institution (or nursing a sick
State Trooper Ray Albro said
mother does not
SAINT
PECK
in accredited on-the-ferm train- count
Authorities here today are searching for three men who left the truck came to rest on
as support even though
the
ing) may be an exemption to a
STALKING
THE
MOON
yesterday to go duck hunting on the lake and have failed to return. victim who apparently died
nurses services would be
of
They are Eugene Slocum, Robert Healey, and Talmadge Burkeen: internal injuries. As workmen
Is your home SAFE? the parent even if the child wor x dollars. If the
nurse
was
earns more than $60000 during hired
The search is near the Johnny Reed Camp near New Concord. were attempting to move the
by you however, then it
the year. The parent must meet would
W. L. "Fate" Grogan, age 83, died yesterday at the home of truck away, it caught
count as support.
on fire,
the
support
test.
Owe!
a son
Grogan, Murray Route Three.
Married
the trooper reported. •
Multiple
support
types
Miss Lillian Hollowell has returned from a trip to New York
You cannot
children
claim an exempSurvivors include his wife,
Some occasions arise Where tion
City,
_for- anyorre who is filing a
Mrs. Fahana Doom; one daugha
dependent
receives
support joint
"John Conger, manager of the Western Kentucky Stages, iS ill
ter, Deborah Doom; four sons,
from more than one persons. payer.return with another taxat the Murray'
Hospital. We wish him a quick recieery", from Glen Alien Doom,
Ttrefore, if your daisChuck Author •
Although
none of these perthe column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
has received more than
Doom, Mark Albert Doom, aryl
On Sundays,
sons has contributed as much ater
half her support from you and
Richard Neal Doom, all of the
as one-half the support, 'the
they hardly ever
even if she is married, you may
HERE
group may decide which one is
home; the parents, Mr. and
kill anybody!
er as an exemptiose-if
COME
to tient* the dependent. The
Mrs. Thomas Doom, Grand RivAre proper finrin lased far
to
d does not. These
government /utilities Form 2120
replacement, rather thyn
ers; one brother, T. A. Doom IDIVOICS
POKE
are common when
(Multiple Support Agreement)
•
pennies or other substitutes?
Jr., Grand Rivers, and one siscati
marriages in 'the latfor this oecasitlei. The only re- diere
ter, Miss Anita Dm,Grand
WAS BRAME ams
ter bait of the year. If this saTHE
gulrethent in this situation is
Rivers. -But be ye doers of the word, and apt bestirs only, deceiving
t the one who claims the ex- ltation fits you, a consultation
DESPERA
DOS
Friends may call at Smith's.
with
your
daughter and son-inyour own selves.-James 1:22.
emption must be within the relaw might be appropriate to
'spread of 22,300 to 3,700 during lationship
A man who does not practice the goodhe preaches, is as an,empty
as set out for any
each of Use first nine months of ether type
DRAFT CALL LARGER
vend, he has no water for a thirsty soul.
of dependency, must
1969,
have contributed at least 10%
WASHINGTON (UN) -The Tbialnovember and December
SKIING TELEVISED
draft
calls
canceled,
were
and
draft call for February will
HONORARY MANAGER
total 19,000, 6,500 more than the the -October call of 29,000 was
NEW YORK (UPI).-The
January call, according to the spread over the final thr
International
Ladies Alpine
months of-the -year.
Pentagon,
Skiing championship, featuring
SEATTLE (UPI)- Apollo 12
•••
The number compares'with a
- 2 strong United_States team, astronaut Richard F. Gordon,
will be televised via satellite Jr., a native of Seattle who
from Oberstaufen, Germany, wore a blue and gold Seattle
Jan. 3, on ABC's Wide World of Pilots' cap on Ids-trip to the
moon, will The made an
A_young outcastv-Barbara Cochran of Richt ary manager of the team
mond, Vt., second in the World Friday when he and his lunar
Cup standings behind France's landing companions arrive
Michelle Jacot, leads the U.S. here.
team,
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4 Blacks
Quit South
All-Stars

Longhorns Squeeze By fish;
Ole Miss Upsets Razorbacks

by them to the Philadelphia
Phillies in October, says he
'"won't be bought and sold like
NEW YORK (UP!)-! really cattle,"
earlier plaque presentation to
'Dy GARY KALE
feel for Curt Flood.
That's where' I stop feeling
Texas, had the honor of seeing
UPI Sports Writer
I feel all the more for him for Curt Flood. I know we're in
his No. 2-ranked Nittany Lions
TAMPA, Fla (UPI)- Four
•
because he has always been the tile middle of a paralyzing
The University of Texas upset Missouri and maintain
-kind of ballplayer who gave his Reflation but $90,000 for one new players for the South had T
Longhorns took President Nixon the nation's longest winning
their
workout
first
today
for
very best every time he walked head of cattle still staggers the
eXaS Wing
off the hook by winning its streak at 20 straight. Penn
Saturday's
Lions
American
out on the field.
imagination.
Cotton Bowl game with Notre State is undefeated in tts last 30
Bowl replacing four black
Curt Flood, who was paid
I don't believe Curt Flood, in players
who quit the team,
Dame, 21-17 New Year's Day. games.
$90,000 by the St. Louis all conscience. can argue he
The Lions scored 10 pants
The President had been under
The Negroes apparently gun
Cardinals this year and traded was treated like cattle since he's
fire ever since he presented the within 21 seconds of the first
after they tried to crash a
"been in baseball.
Longhorns with a plaque as the period and the Peon State
arivate party at the Sheraton
Rights Not Abrogated
No. 1 team, when they won defense stood off Missouri's
Hotel, where the team is
PASADENA,
Calif.
(UP!)-.
',don't believe his rights as a partered.
their game with Arkansas, Dec. highly touted offense by interThey are receivers
Michigan football Coach Bo
human being have been abrocepting
passes, an
6.
seven
Ron Gardin of Arizona and R011
•
Schembechier was taken to St.
gated or annulled in any way Shanktin
Bowl
record, and
After the game was over the Orange
of North Texas State,
Lnkes's Hospital with a "gasBy MICHAEL RA BUN
by baseball, particularly when!
Longhorns presented the game recovering two fumbles.
running back Arthur James of
By RON SUPINSKI
tric disorder" Thursday and
think about the various busbiesball to Fred Steinmark, a
Kicks Field Goal
East Texas State and offensive DALLAS
missed
(UPI)- The figure
his team's Rose Bowl
ses he 14.0 been able to operate
Mike
defensive
former
Reitz kicked a 29-yard
Lonehorn
tackle Glen Holloway of North
OAKLAND
(UPI).Over
the star, whose
in the brown coat seemed Game with USC.
both in this country and in
cancerous left 1 field goal with 3:44 left in the
Texas State.
small as he moved between "We have no definite diagno- past couple of seasons, the
Denmark because of the money
was amputated shortly after
Replacing them Seli running
the giants dressed for war and sis," Dr. Gerald O'Conner, the Kansas City Chiefs have thrown
he earned in the game.
the Texas-Arkansas game.
first quarter and the Lions
back Hubert Ginn and flanker wearing
everything
Oakland
the
at
Michigan_-teai
orange
He
n-physician, said
can get Arthur Goldberg Ken Schoolfield
jerseys. But
MINNEAPOLIS..ST. PA!it
Penn State defeated Missouri, remvered a fumble on the
-of Florida the
Raiders
except
equipment
the
Texas Longhorns, the young Thursday night. "We'll wait for
Minn. (1.33I)- There wasn't as to speak for him, he can get A&M, wide receiver Lomde
manager and a varied passing 10-3, in the Orange Bowl, ensuing kickoff. Charter back
much talk about the weather Mervin Miller or he can get the Myles of TSU and offensive man in the coat was what this the results of the tests."
Southern California topped Chuck
Burkhart passed to
offense.
game
was
all
O'Conner
whole
Schembectiler
about.
said
U.S.
,
Supreme
Court,
for_ this week for Sunday's NFL
Michigan, 10-3, in the Rose, Lydell Mitchell for a touchdown
guard Stan Walker of Florida
could
This
Sunday
come
when
tor
here
would
rethain
40,
none
of
them
is ever going to State.
title dash between the Minnesonext play. Henry
The Longhorns had dedicated ••three or four days" for the the teams go at each other for Bowl and Mississippi upset on the
ta Vikings • and the Cleveland convince me baseball • treated
Arkansas, 27-22, in the Sugar Brown's 33-yard field goal in
Lee Bougges of Louisville, a the 1970 Cotton Bowl Gam
the
time
third
season.
this
The
completion of the series of
Browns—at- Met Stadium - him like a piece of cattle, held Negro running back, said h against Notre
the second
quarter
ended
championship of the American Bowl.
Dame to Fred tests.
mainly 'became the Browns, him back or stripped him of his Left the other four eating at th Steinmark, the
Victory Unbelievable
Missouri's scoring.
_
starting safety The Michigan coach first FOotball League and a spot in
rights
as
a
human
being,
unlike the Lea Angeles Rams,
bus station about 1 a.m. an who on Dec. 12 had to give tgi
There probably wasn't a
Michigan, without the sideline
Super
the
is
Bowl
at
this
stake
suffered
ailment
the
"Citrt
Tuesday
Flood
wishes to kaow went back to the hotel. He
have some of the same kind of
spectator in the Cotton Bowl assistance of Coach Be Schemwhat other clubs are interested he thought everything was all his left leg in a bid to save his night and had a recurrence time.
weather as Minnesota.
who believed Texas would go bec.hler, hospitalized with a'
life
from
cancer,
The
Raiders
a
are
41
/
2-point
Weckiesday night.
But weather remains
a In him. He says it's not the right at that time but they
a tying field goal when they "gastric disorder," couldn't ---for
In
the
noise
that
choice
bounced
to down the Chiefs for
off Schembechler underwent an
money. Oh, no! Don't tell me telephoned him two hours later
factor.
one 'Wall to the other of the electrocardiogram Tuesday and the eighth time in their last trailed, 17.14, and were keep in stop a Southern California's go- we're going backto "principle" and said they_wege_quitting
Notre.me Mrritory with time ahead drive in the third period
and Texas dressing room after its
The IME-~_
—another Thursday as well as nine meetings.
foi close to two inch Of snow
wanted him to "go with them. p 1.1 7 ennrm'act nt
running-out.
that was climaxed by Jimmy
Rookie
Madden
Coach
John
Of
blood
tests,
the
doctor said.
• Marvin Miller, who heads the
In
the
Twin CII
"I thought they, were kid I I • •Thursday, Steinmark took th
Twice during the drive th Jones' 33-yard scoring pass to
, 41111 Players' Association,
the
dreaming
Raiders
he
said
is
Athletic Director Don Can.
says this and went back to bed," he said.
Saturday night, mining the
game ball handed him from ham Stayed with Schembedhler up some "new stuff" for the Los; sorns were successful on flanker Bob Chtuidler.
stadium crews may/have to be all goes back 12 years with
to'. •
and
down gambles
"We had a very nice N
The Trojabs, making an
Longhorn
Captains
James
but nothing
really
during Michigan's '10-3 loss to Chiefs
Curt Flood to the
time Year's Eve platy for th
out early Sunday.
finally went over for the unprecedented fourth straight
Street, Glen Halsell and Ted USC. They listened to part of surprising.
Cincinnati
originally
traded him players at our headquarters.
A huge tarp has-c-covered the
" le0y, and quietly left with his e game on the
"No rinky clink stuff," said winning touchdown with 68 Rose Bowl appearance, scored
-field an week azidihot air was to St. Louis.
said game Director Ron Gor- father.
Madden,
"but something new seconds left on Billy Dale's on a 25-yardlield goal by Ron
The Michigan team will
"He said the last time he felt
being blown in under the tarp
Ayala in the first quarter and
ton. "Everybody was'. haPPY1 He had said little all day, bet return
based on other plays we've push from a yard out.
to
Arbor
Ann
a
Friday
like
piece
but
of
property
was
to keep the field from freezing.
What
The victory was the 20th in a Tim KiWan matched this effort
happened
later
had his presence was felt on the Canham and Schembechler used already this year."
when
he
was
's
19,
years
old
and
Collier Is Concerned
nothing to do with the ,bowl)
Meanwhile, Coach Hank row for Texas and evened with a 20-yarder in the second
one
y e any of the coaches or any o sidelines and in the stands wife, Millie, will remain with
Blanton Collier, Cleveland receivedno
Strain
of the Chiefs has been Notre Dame's bowl record at 1- period.
the
Wolverine
coach.
longer was the Jroperty of
head coach, said the condition _
people."
bowl
•
the
drilling
his squad behind doted 1. The last Irish bowl appea- Quarterback Archie Manning
e Cincinnati organization, he
of the playing field swxiay
threw a 30-yard touchdown pass
Moving briskly about oo
gates at the University of rance ens 45 years ago.
chief
_was
_
th
e
property
of
the
St.
one of his
Penn State Coach Joe Pater- to Vernon Studdard and scored
concerns.
metal crutches Steinmark r. REJECTS PROPOSAL
California
at
Santa
Barbara.
Louis
PORTLAND,
organization,
Ore,
"
Miller
(UP!)-.
"A frozen field is worse than
b team completed workouts a°, publicly miffed at Nixon's on a 17-yard run to lead
Indiana, Ohio State Harvard ceived respectitil applause from
a slippery field," he said. explains in Flood's behalf.
BOSTON (UPI) - The 1 there this morning
Mississippi's victory over third'
72,000
he
crowd
as
of
the
and plan to
and
That's Baseball
Louisiana State have
"That's the time when the
ranked Arkansas in the Sugar
member Rules Committee o ifly to the San
including
are
health,
top
in
before
the
field
the
walked
onto
ranciscoSomebody should've told Curt accepted 'Invitations to compete
breaks take over. I hope the
Hewritt Dixon, Charlie Smith, Bowl. Fullback Bo Bowen set
game. Then he moved to the the National Hockey League Oakland area Saturday.
field will be soft enough for Flood at the time, that's in the 1970 Far West Basketball sidelines and became lost has rejected a proposal that the
Pete Banaszak, Roger Higberg, the tempo with a 69-yard TP
Oakland
won
the
10-6
last
Classic,
baseball.
it
was
announced
good footing.",'
among the players around him. wearing of helmets be.. made time the teams
met as Larry Todd and rookie Mary run for Ole Miss in the first
In a letter he wrote to Bowie Tuesday.
Both the Vikings and the Los
period. Cloyce Hinton booted a
mandatory in league games. quarterback Len Dawson of the Hubbard.
tnvocation,
pre-game
the
In
Angeles Barns said the field Kuhn, the commissioner last
52-yard field goal and
The board chairman of the Chiefs threw only six passes
To complement Dawson's reco
Zucker
Rabbi
made
Max
week, Flood said he had a right.
was in good tiondition under the
&Tar der for the
Special mention of the "Young Boston Bruins, who made the against the Raiders this time passing, the Chiefs have three
"to
consider
offers
from other
circumstances last Saturday for the Browns looked at Elms of
fine running backs in Robert
man who watches this game announcement, said the Bruins around. Or will he?
clubs
before
making any
the NFL Western Division the Vikings' 51-3 win over
Aransas' Bill Montgomery
Football purists harken back Holmes, Mike Garrett and
from the sidelines because that were the only club to vote for
game which the Vikings won, Cleveland during the regular decisions" about signing with
threw a 47-yard TD pass to
the motion.
Warren McVea.
destiny."
only
last
to
his
season
when
is
the
season Collier said, "Because Philadelphia. He asked Kuhn to
23-20.
But the Chiefs know they Chuck Diens and a six-yard
Chiefs upset the Raiders bY
A tall man with dark hair
Some 81/2 r inches of new snow we simply wanted to see what make known "my feeling in this *dived Steinmark every step
Oakland scoring strike to Bruce Maxhave
get to
to
reviving the old tight-T.
matter"
to
all
the
other
major
fell on Vie Twin Cities area they did and to see what we did
It appears the Raiders may quarterback Daryle Lamonica well. Bobby Burnett ran 12
he made. It was Father Fred
league clubs.
Olgpday *end Windsor. aott about
;11C4
Elocaarr au Justin, TeX.. priest WAGNER FINED
revive a "secret weapon" of In order to win. Lamonica has
811d
— M11111080. What's going to happen now? who was
130 youths were Out Monday "rfil
'with Steinmark dur
their own -a running attack. been dumped only 12 times this, yards for another Razorback
Chances
are,
not
much.
If
the
ta indicated the earlier game
shoveling out the stands.
surgery that cost him his LOS ANGELES(UPI)— Leon
the
For the first time this season season, but the Chiefs havei score and Bill McClard kicked
32
-year-old
Flood chooses not to
would have little effect on
Holds Closed Session
prepared to Wagner!, veteran major league all of Oakland's running backs accomplished it only once in a 35-yard field goal for Arkansas.
was
Bomarr
leg.
report to Philadelphia, that
Cleveland will hold a practice Sunday's contest.
two games.
catch Steinmark if any. wide outfielder, was fined $153
About 1,000 tickets remained could be the end of a notable
session, closed to news media,
Tuesday after entering a guilty
Saturday at the University of for Sunday's game, but it was career. Curt Flood says he
plea to a charge of drunken
Minnesota, where the Vikings expected there would be a doesn't want to be "bought and play -should carry out of driving.
bounds.
sold
like
cattle,"
He also says
have been working out all sellout crowd- of 47,900 -the
Municipal Court Judge Robert
same number that saw the he wants to "do what I please." lormer President Lyndon B. Antram offered Wagner' the
week.
JohlSon
came
to
Texas
the
Baseball ratty let him., ,
During their practice session Vikings win last Saturday.
-choice of paying the fine or
dressing 'room after the game,
spending 25 days in jail.
and shook Steinmark's hand.
Johnson told Steinmark he
would like him to come to the MILLROSE GAMES
LBJ Ranch for a visit when he
had the opportunity,. steinTn2rk
NEW YORK (UPI).— The: said he- wok' like that.
Wanamaker Millrose Games,
Steinmark left the dressing one of five meets
scheduled at
room quickly, before any of the Madison Square
Garden, will
swarms of well wlshers could open New York's
indoor track
offer the words to' him they had season
Jan. 30, it
was
saved for the _eccasion. His announced today.
trophy, the ball; went With him.

NO DIAGNOSIS
Raiders Are
Cotton Bowl ON SCHEMBECRER 44 Point

or Steinmark

Weather Is
A Factor In
NFL Game

Choice, AFL

r

nsion

1GS

NEW YEAR SPECIALS

68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$225000

CUSTOM 4 DOOR,5 NEW TIRES, VINYL TOP, AIR CONDITIO
NER,
POWER BRAKES & STEERING 15,000 ACTUAL MILES.

68 BUICK WILDCAT
67 OLDS
67 AMBASSADOR DPL:ArTtp
61 CHEVROLET IMPALL:ur=p
67 FORD FAIRLAINE 500

$225000

PP+ 7

4 DOOR HARD TOP, AIR CONDITIONER- POWER
BRAKES & STEERING
LUXURY SEDAN

•
$195000
VINYL TOP, FULL POWER, AIR CONDITIONER, 5, NEW TIRES

---tty girl

$135000
$1450°°

V-8,POWERSTEE RING. A UT°MAIICIRANSMISSION__

V-8 AUTOMATIC, VINYL TOP,_ POWER

RANCHERO
PIC-KUP, V-8; AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
_
4
OvR43

o.

NI

III

U.

$145000

67 DODGE POLARA
67

$115000
POWER STEERING & BRAKES, 2 TONE PAINT, 29,000 ACTUAL MILES

$135000
61 GMC- 51 CHEVY-65 GMC -5 65 GMC-64 GMC
62 SIC HANOI-VAN
MUSTANG 2 DOOR HARD TOP LIKE NEW

NEW YEAR DISCOUNTS ON ALL
NEW MERCURYS TOYOTAS & GMC TRUCKS
of Yost

a-

I n 1969,. we cleared
right-pf-way,
built lines,
constructed substations - tested meters,
trimmed trees,
restored service after.
.1 outages, installed modern
communications. equipmenty
- used up-to-date
power distribution me
kept records,
ning
assistance to customers.
Itwas a busy year.

HATCHER AUTO SALES515soumi2th

4
41`

And 1970-Will be even busier,
as woe/00c diligently to give you
dependable electric service.
Day and night.

Steve Worster Yields Jersey On 35-Yard Run

NOTICE

County Tax Books will be aeon from January
1 through Morerr, T1TO, to list your property for
--county and state
- lases.
Real estate;'tangible see. Intangible
perstinai
Property mull be littod for county and state taxes
during this pgriOd.
"CHARLES E:-MACE
ortignrty Valuation Urn.

.

•

.

Murray Electric
System

•

-
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Resolutions For.Par s Determined To
Widen Gap With een-A gers Are Given

.oe

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

By PATRICIA M
Friday, January 2
The Senior Citizens Club has
postponed its regular meetin
at the Community Center.
• ••
Sunday, January 4
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles
of Kirksey will observe their
golden wedding anniversary
with an open house at the Red
Room of the Holiday Inn from
three to five p.m. All friends
and relatives are invited.
• ••
Monday, January 5
The WSCS of the Coldwater
United Methodist Church is
scheduled to meet at the church
at seven p.m.
• ••
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the WKS of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Miss Lorene Swann at 7.15
p.m.
•••
-The Lottie Moon Group of
Abe Y/1LS of the Fist! Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs.
Earl Werford at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Theadre, January 6
Murray Aisembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for bids
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m. An initiation will
be held.
• ••
The Goshen United Methodist
Church WSCS is ac
meet at the church at wee
p.m.
•••
The Annie _Armstrong Group
of the First Baptist Church
WaLS will meet with Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 7:30 pm.
•• •
The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church will
the chum** We a,cit•
The executive board
meet
it &IS
•••
Tbe Delta Departnient of the
Murray Wenesn's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
with mrs. Tom Downing as the
speaker. Hostesses will be Mesdames Holmes Ellis, Sr., C. B.
Ford, George Hart, Edgar Howe,
Garnett Jones, and A. H. Hopperud.
•• •
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1_
p.m. Hostesses will be Hiedomes Jerry Roberts, Harold
Hurt, Charles T. McDaniel, and
Charles Hoke.
•••

. Watch The Heat
Candies made with weber
and sugar can be boiled
quickly on high beat Those
Made with milk and sugar
require slower molding. on
medium beat, to Prevent
possneelleerehhei.

PERSONALS

Teen-agers letter
haunts reader
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am still haunted by a letter from a
teen-age girl who wrote that her widowed mother frequently
had a man staying with her all night. She wanted to know
what to tell het friends who asked, "Whose car is that in
your garage?"
You simply told her to say, "It belongs to a friend of my
mother's." That was good advice as far as it went, but I
think she needed more help than that.
I speak from painful experience &cause my teen years
were spent in such an environment, and the scars are still
with me. My mother also had a gentleman friend who
frequently stayed all night, and everyone in our town knew it.
I suffered knowing that my mother was bah% gossiped
about.
I had many girl friends from "nice" families who eked
me as a person, but there were no "stay-at-my-use-overnight" invitations, because their mothers didn't Want THEM
staying overnight at MY house, And now that I am a mother,
I can't blame them.
wish you"
work extra hard to
perve‘e
ths
041d kalkteki
prove herself as a superior
a leader, a top student,
and to try hard to overcome her social handicap. It is very
sad for a young Woman to have as her guiding principle, the
determination to be as UNLIKE her own mother as possible.
Yet that has been my story.
•
So bitter and resentful was I of my own mother that even
tho I am now married and have a family, I can hardly
stand to have her around. It has been an uphill struggle to
my true feelings from my own children. (No use to
THEIR minds- children need a good grandreother
image, too.1
You Weal pei
i
rirm
a great service II-youe- add spare
that girl some of the misery I lived thtu. When I woe &sr sips
I had no one to confide in, and there was isti "Dear Abby" to
write to.
Tell her this for me, will you, please? BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN THERE: Yoe have told her very well, and
thank you for writing. but may I presume $•give you a bit of
advice?
Without condoning your mother's behavior, may I ask,
why do you remember only this one part of her life? Do
you
know anything of the circumstances. the man [or "men?"]Im
her life, and what your mother's "needs" were? Your mother
was a woman alone, but as such. obviously
site did**
abandon you.
Try to recall some of the positive aspects of year
!madames life. I can't believe that anyone is ALL -bad." AMmu,, thing. perhaps it's time for a little
compasfalog"jai* sot, lest ye be judged."
DEAR ABBY: I have become very much interested in a
young man, and several times recently
ye
invited to
have dinner with him and his family.
• bothers reefAfter dinner, toothpicks are passed around, and everyone
takes one and goes to work picking his teeth right at. the
table' I don't claim to be an aristocrat myself, but isn't this
considered bad manners?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Yes. And If the interest is mutual,
and becomes eves more "serious." you'd better pick an
appropriate time, and tip him off.

S.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
-Pres.lnt
Nixon has promoted
his
patinas' White House physt•din, Air Force Col. Walter R.
jitash. 52. of Labelle, Pa,, to
the 'rank of brigadier general.

it

-

;

oakk,
TIME and
IEMPiF;AIURE
f

153-6363
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DEAR ABBY: Someone wroteaend asked you If all the
letters are Sent to you unopened.
• All the letters received here at the R. Augustine Record
addressed to DEAR ABBY are sent to you, unopened. But
occasionally we will receive a letter addressed to the
newspaper, and after opening it, we discover it's a "DEAR
ABBY" letter, so we send it on to you.
Perhaps your readers should be warned that all lettersintended for you should be ADDRESSED to you in care
of
this newspaper. Unless of course, it is the policy
of. the
newspaper to publish your box number so that letters can
be
sent directly to you
ANNE AT THE RECORD:
ST. AUGUSTTNE, FLORIDA
DEAR ANNE: Thanks, Friend. Asiiihe Dex _ Number Is
No. WNW, L. A.. Calif. 99•89.
What's your problem? You'll led heeler If you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Boa 4112* Las Angeles, Cal.
90949. For a personal reply eseleibi, *amps& addressee
eevel•pe.
Woman To Woman—

Alton
and Mrs'
Mr'children
of Gerald
Oak Ridge,
and
Tenn., have been the holiday
guests of her parents,„Mr. end
Mrs. Brent Langston, Melros,i
Drive, and her sister, Mrs.
James Baker and family, Olive
Boulevard.
Se.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kilivas
and children of Huntsville, Ala.,
have been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Langston, Melrose Drive, f
the holidays They also
ed
her sister, Mrs. Jam.-Baker
and family at their - home on
Olive Boulevard
. Charles Johnxville, Tenn., have
the holidays with relayes here. He is employed by
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
•• •
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hodgas
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., have
been the holiday guests of her
parents, Mr and Mrs. B. J.
Hoffman, Miller Avenue.
•••
..Ma-and Mrs. Doa Gibbs and
son, Vincent, of Washington
Court House, Ohio, spent a part
of their holiday vocation with
his mother, Mrs. Atigie
Fawner Avenue.
• • !Mr. and Mrs. A:n Thompson
and children, John and Terry,
of Memphis, Term., are the holiday guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs Albert Thompson,
Voodlewn Avenue.
* SS
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Godman of Birmingham, Mich., ids
spending their holiday vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Purdlun
Outland, North 10th Street.

Miss Mary Pat Hodges Becomes Bride 0
Mark Chris Spiliotis In CeTemony

Mr.

MACK

NEW Y,W( (UPI)- New
Year's 2r--lutions for parents
dettgrelned
to
widen
the
ceMmunications gap between
themselvesand teen-agers during 1970:
-I will tell child his rock
records are his business, that I
have endured enough punishment to raise him this biz, and
will he please not hurt my ears
by playing the things when I
am home.
-I will tell him to stop
butting in when he asks a
question while his hither and I
are discussing adult
Such as family financesmatters,
or my
tired blood.
-I will remind him at every
opportunity that his problems
are of his making and will he
lease stop harping about them
In my presence.
Schoolwork Is Out
-I will never ask him about
schoolwork, as that is strictly
between him and his teacher.
After all, I served my time in
the schoolwork arena when I
was a student.
-To cure his disgusting habit
pf hanging on the phone, I will
limit his telephone time to five
minutes. If be wants to discuss
adolescent problems over the
phone, let him do it at a.
friend's
hous
be e.
curt, simply giving

him a firm "no" without
explanation, when he asks, for
money to buy something the
family can't afford.
-I will not respect his
privacy, Wilen he's out of the
house I'll go over his room like
an inchworm
looking for
evidence of anything he's trying
to get away with or keep from
me. "Be suspicious" will be my
rule.
Interrupts- Conversations
- When his friends drop by,
I'll barge into their conversations anytime I feel I have
something to add -or to
straighten out my crooked
points of view, those that don't
line up exactly with mine.
- I will correct or chastise
him in front of his friends. The
areas to be covered include
table manners, posture dress,
hairstyle, speech habits,
'topics
of conversation, And his viewpoints,
Follow all these resolutions
faithfully. Sometime during the
year you'll be able to say:
"That son (or daughter) of
ours Is a typical adolescent. We
have nothing to talk about
together anymore."

By the turn of the century,
the regional population of
Denver will reach 2.5 million,
more than double its. present
,
size.

!OU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER-FORD INC.
Mtirray, Ky.
753-5273
-LOW PROFrt
LARGE
Built Out Business"
"Se
IT WILL AY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Mrs. Mark Chris Spiliotis

•
nosegay of yellow roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Clifford
James Kenneth Miller of PadHodges announce the marriage ucali was lont man,
f their daughter, Mary Pat,
R eception
Mark Chris Spiliotis, son Of
Following the ceremony a reMr, and Mrs. Harry 'William caption was held in the library
OnS°11 of Peabody, Masseche• of the church. The table was
ens.
covered with a lace cloth and
Mr. and Mrs" Billy lae Di"' The ceremony was performed held a centerpiece of yellow and
nett, North 16th Street, Route
on December 7 at five o'clock in white roses in a silver bowl.
Eight, Murray, are the parents
— —
the attesmoouin the Ssinctuari ef on shams sie•_ereca sneer -caw
eeinent-,
lbay, G017 iterb,Ithe First Christian Cher c.h.
a baliighin
elite pounds
orene William Mords Porter
Mrs. Joe RobHoe
Yeil
le°:ertaP
veder
the
ces, born on'
Monday.
131"
ber 29, at 1:33 p.m. at the Mur- performed the double ring care' punch and the three tiered wedd.oftotT
p etde bw5itha
e
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
A program of nuptial music ing
ow roses,
miniature
They have another son, Billy
presented
by
Thomas Gear- bride and groom statuette, was
Lee, Jr., age one. The father is *was
employed at the thrisman Pop--ge
Beale.
, organist. Seised= were servedly Mrs.
'Clair de Lune" by DeinlasYcorn Company.
Also helping with the recap*
Grandparents are Mr. and,"Wedding Day" by Titcomb, eon were Mrs. James Rudy All.
Mrs. Herbert Walker of Merril} "The Wedding March" from Lo- eritten, Miss Kitty Steele, and
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs heegrin by Richard Wagner as Miss Martha Robb Beale. The
William Barnett of Murray the processional and the "tedd• register was kept by Miss Diane
ing March" from "A Midsumm- Benin.
Route Eight.
Great grandparents are Mr er Night's Dream" by Felix MenThe bride is 'a graduate of
and Mrs. Ernest Barnett of Mut- delssohn As the recessional,
Murray High School and attended
ray Route Three and Mr. and
The-eeeta
Tiferaaliala a Murray State University. Tire
Mrs. Wilson Garrison of Mur- candlelight setting with seven groom is a graduate of Peabody
ray Relate Five,
branched candelabra and tall bas- eke school in Nand map
e s.
kets of white gladioli and white'nnannundin.
leacid"Allen is the -name cho- mums on either side of the altar,
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Charles B
The bride ,given in marriage
McCuiston, 308. South 150 by her father, wore a street
Street, for their baby boy Isogth dress of white lace over
weighing seven .pounds ten a fitted silk sheath, She carried
ounas, born on • Monday, De- a-white bible on which was fascember 29, at 6:28 p.m. at the tened a white orchid with tiny
Murray-Callaway County Hospi- white porn poms and white satin
tal.
streamers.
Their other children are PatMiss Scottie Hutchison of Padricia Ann, age nine, And Char- ucah was maid of honor. She
les B., Jr. (Chuck), age eight. wore a dress of pale green lace
The father is a used car dealer over silk. Her flowers were a
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McCuiston of Mtafay Route Five and
Mr. and hire. 1.. B. Flood of,
Farmington are the grandparChange of Mind
ents. Mrs. Walter Thurman of
Murray is a great grandmother.

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!
Come to the . . .

HOLIDAY Restaurant
for Delicious Food
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE
THIS PAST YEAR!
- Opeo 6 a.m. to

p.m. -

We Specialize in . . .
Po KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH and
BARBEGHJED RIBS

John and' Vera Taylor

7

COPENHAGEN (UPI) - A
35-year-old Copenhagener was
ordered to pay toward support
of an illegitimate child although
he produced a letter from the
mother saying she would never
demand money.
"You did me a great favor in
...helping me _eat my_rhilrk," tita
woman wrote. "I'll never ask
you to pay for her." But she
changed her mind and demanded
22. Every day is cleaning
a monthly contribution of $20.
day to you. You can see a
teeny-tiny spot on a wall at
20 paces. A slight wrinkle in
day.
a bedspread Is
tAPRICORN,. Dec. 22 to
stop everything
to
disconertg.Yu
Jan.10. Model housewives of
straighten it.
the zodiac, Capricorn can
LIBRA, Sept. 23 tb Oct.-22.
plan great parties to the
Li brans are compulsive
most charming.detail withcleaners, pi ctu re-straightout blinking e false eyelash.
eners, ash-tray emptiers, and
'AQUARIUS, Jan. 21 to
lint-pickers. Also, they have
Feb. 19. An individualist,
..klelent for decorating.
you are willing to try the
SCORPIO, Oct. 23 to Nov.
21. If there's a wall or winnew. You are not afraid to
dow in the house that defies
mix antiques with pop art or
decoration, a Scorpio.houseplastic blow-up furniture
wife will find a way. You
with Kirrnan • rugs. You
love brilliant colors and are
thrivion eurorises. •
the best secret-keepers of the
PRE.S, Feb. 20 to March
,
=hit20. Activity and being with
SAGITTARIUS.. Nov:22 to
people is your primary inter• Dec. 21.You couldn't cgre
est and sometimes your
less about housework and . housework piles up. When
consider it a necessary era. . the dust-bowl on the homeA welt- in it* country or' -yront get! -unbearable. you
conversation with e....idend
come up with short-cut
will wilt out evettellsting any
cleaning tricks.

If You're A LoUsy House*ver,
HOME
ET 110

6
sfk„ AGAIN1
The

Ififoielfzet_
hostess can help you
over thFanxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make-you feet at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-ness and civic leaders.
. Call

Linda Adams
rhea. 7113-21711
(

The Most

Fa:mks Basket
If, If* Woe1611-

tYou Can Blame It On -Zodiac
- 23. True Taurean! almost alBy PATRICIA McCOFtMACK
ways have dinner ready at
NEW YORK, Dec. 31.the same hour every night.
Stick-to-itiveness enables
(UPI) - Punk housewives‘
them to do the most difficult
everywhere, stop weeping
teaks in one sweeping, unreabout- your flop, with mops.
lenting effort.
And you ifficient types
GEMINI, May 21 to June
with spotless homes, please
21. It's not that you don't
c.'r' about chores Around the
cease the gloating.
house. It's Just that you rareHew you function on the
ly gather yourself together
' home front, it turns out, is
long enough to notice that
determined. . by the stare.
they need doing. In sudden
Yes. In this age of astrology
emergencies, you get the
for all, we now know that. •
work done.
For this new light on.
to July
CANCER, June
homework habits we are in21. You do the most tedious
debted to a maker4f houseor unpleasant household
hold cleaners eino asked an
tasks, cheerfully. Love of
home is the strongest influastrologer- how the zodiac Inence in your life.
fhiences housekeeprig.
LEO, Idly ,22 to Aug. 21.
In brief, here's the report:
You &Lima always manage.
• ARIES, March 21 to April
somehow, to have a maid
19. Aries have limitless enerand honestly believe that
gy and can launch illeaeing
.. you're really not destined fisr.
campaign that eover‘etvery
limmework.
nook and criegypost haste.
VIRGO. Aug.. _22 to Sett'
TAURUS. eel-11'23 to-May
,.

n

Quasar COLOR TV
by MOTOROLA
MTH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER- •
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq. in.
illustratect n stmulated demonslrat,on

Call Us For

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION_
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock.of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

•

HAM. T.V.
WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

PHONE 112-1671

J.
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5+
PLAN

NEW 5+5 EIN, MAKES CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT BETTER THAN EVER.
k

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW EARN 5% COMPOUNDED DAILY
WHICH GIVES AN EFFECTIVE YiELD OF 5 1/84/00N A 11 MONTHS
CERTiFICATE. THIS IS THE MAXIMUM RATE AN INSURED BANK
CAN- PAY.

THIS 5%DAILY RATE IS GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS
FROM DATE OF ISSUE.

/

IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY FOR YOU TO BRING IN YOUR OLD CERTIFICATES
AS THEY ARE AUTOATICALLY COVER BY OUR 5+5 PLAN.'
If interest rates.for Peoples Bank and Dees Bank certificates should go
up,so will the interest on your certificate of deposit at the next maturity.date:
But if interest rates go down,your certificate will continue to earn 5% daily
for the nextfive(5)years regardless of how low.interest rates should go.

THIS MAKES OUR 5 +5,PLAN CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT A GUARANTEED
SHRINK PROOF INVESTMENT.
.1•100

PEOPLES B
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

54-5
PLAN

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

+
-'

•
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WSM - 4

6:00
6:30
7:00
7;96
7:15
710

•
Farm D
Washing
Day of 1

8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
11:30

To Be)

12:00
12:30
400
2;00
no

Meet th
Movie '

This 4
Commis
Guidelit

To Be
AFL Ch

_3:30

4:00
4
5:30 Mister 1

CUTBACK—Americans started fost home tulaar,
President Nixon's cutback of troops in Vietnain:

MAN ON MOON—The first
man on the Moon, Neil
Armstrong,
photographed
the second, Edwin E. Aldrin,
taking a little lunar walk.

6:00 News. V
6:30 World o
7:00
7:30 Bill Col
8:00 130aanza
9:00 Bold On
10:00 News,
0:150:30 Johnny
0:35
15

45
00 Morning
30
•55
:00 Today(
55
00
Mike Dt
It Take
Newsic
Concent
Sale of
Rainer
J

MORATORIUM — A sea et- people flowed into Boston
Common on the first of two 'national Vietnam Moratorium Days, a protest ignored 'by the Chief Executive.

11;30 Who, W
11:55 News (I

IVOID Noon SI
.1111630

S.

TRAGEDY—Riding with Sen. Edward Kennedy.'
Mary Jo Kopechne was killed when his car
-"'?tinged into a pond near Edgartown, Mass.

11P

,,,
4111111011..,

••

CAMILLE--Siloil, Miss., was one of the hardest
hit areas as Hurricane Camille dealt deattLand '
deitiliction along the Gulf Coast fn August,

4tc'
,

-17,4;010010111101.0

4:•••••••,:

NORTHWEST PASSAGE—The giant U.S. oil
tanker Manhattan made the first cornmercial voyage through the Northwest Passage.

6 1)
-,
00 H
I
:30 N
--NORTHERN IRELAND—FullY-armed British soldiers arrived in Notl.hern Irelanp
to patrol the'streets of.Belfast during bloody, fiery Catholic
-Protestant rioting-

s
011
ft

7
10

'

Raffaele Minichiello skyODYSSEY
.jacked a plane from California to -Rorffe.

37TH PRESIDENT — Outgoing President Lyndon Johnson; William Rogers, secretary of"StatedOsignatc. and the new First Lady looked on as Richard Milhous Nixon took his oath of office
:3S 37th President of the Uniied.i States. Chief Justice Carl Warren administered the, oath.

'NIGH JUSTICE—Warren E. Burger be-.
raffle the iroh.ChAr.,Justire.,of .the US.
gintrireurr

PLANE DISASTER--There were no survivors when
an Allegheny Airlines
carrying
_
_ trZ perldris.-crashed near•Indianapolis, Ind., worst plane cr-ash of
1
•

,
•
•

h
:30
40 Pi
:30 D
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those involved.
from Mobile, Ala. All-star
ABC preempts "It Takes a North and South teams made
Thief' fog a one-hour review up of this season's seniors.
WEE- 4
WLAC - 5
WSIX - 8
of 1969 and a look at 1970 by
"Pro Bowlers Tour" has its
the network's correspondents seasonal premiere on ABC.
SUNDAY MORNING
under guidance of commentator Rolling in the Wichita CentenHoward K. Smith.
nial Open tourney.
6:00
Sunrise Semester (c)
FRIDAY
"CBS Golf Classic" returns
&30
Agriculture(c)
"Brass Ring" is the fare on
be)flmin, Ricardo Montalban, Michele Lee, Paul Lynde, Dav- NBC's "The Name of the with a first - round match
7:00 •
Tom & Jerry
By JACK GAYER
Know Your Bible(c)
tween Charles Coody And Tom7.:06 Farm Digest (c)
France Nuyen and Lana vi0:4 id Frye and Gene Baylor help Game" at 8:30. Robert Stack
my Aaron.
poking fun at
7:15 Washington Report (c)
NEW YORK (UPI) —"CBS appear in this tale of teams of the comedian in
tries to help a Mexican-Ameri- "ABC's Wide World of
topics.
current
various
7:30 Day of Discoveryic)
Sego Bros, L Naomi (c)
Oral Roberts(c Golf Classic" and ABC's "Pro scientists and criminals comWednesday Night can boxer whose career is in Sports" telecasts, live, the an&00 Gospel Country Cc
Car
ci c)
Rouse ofWor ship (c Bowlers Tour" return for their peting to find treasure on a "The ABC
Movie" screens "Red Moun- danger. Celeste Holm, Van nual hula bowl football- game in
8:30 To Be Announced (c)
-Heaven s lubflie -(c)
America Sings Cc respective ninth and seventh sunken Spanish galleon.
tain," starring Alan Ladd and Johnson and Jack Carter are Honolulu.
Cathedral of Tomorrow (c, seasons on television Saturday
guest players.
"NBC Saturday Night at the
NBC preempts regular pro- Lizbeth Scott.
(10th).
"The CBS Friday Night Movies" screens "How to MurCame
"Then
preempts
NBC
10:00 This Is The Life Cc)
-IXscovery
The week also has ABC be. grams 9-11 for another "First
"The Movies" at 9 has the world der Your Wufe," starring Jack
WOO Community Worship (c)
World Tomorrow (c ginning a new daytime drama Tuesday" magazine-format spec- Bronson" for a special,
with premiere of a film especially Lemmon and Vine Lisi.
,14230 Guideline (c)
Dal Ridge Boys (c series and the annual Hula ial. One subject is student life West of Charles Russell,"
This made for the program, "Sole
narrator.
Stone
Milburn
Bowl, CBS with the National at Moscow University.
.44
Players include
deals Survivor,"
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
CBS has an alternate-week "Project 20" offeringdepicted Vince Edwards, Richard Base.
Football League's championship
as
Is your home SAFE?
West
Old
the
with
and NBC with the American "60 Minutes" news feature hour.
hart and William Shatner. StOry
in Russell's paintings.
12:00 Meet the Press (c)
At Issue(1. Football League's title match
WEDNESDAY
deals with the investigation, 17
THURSDAY
12:30 Movie "Conquered City"
To Be Announced nc
Issues and Answers(c and the annual Senior Bowl.
In "You Can Lead a Horse
and years after the event, of the
Ford
Ernie
Tennessee
.00
Haller Derby (c)
Highlight details Jan. 4-10(all to Water" on NBC's "The VirJulie Bud guest "The fatal crash of a B-25 bombe
2:00 To Be Announced
Movie "The Evil of Frankenstein" times EST unless noted):
giniqn," a Southern belle runs singer
Hour" for CBS. In the Libyan Desert.
Nabors
Jim
2:30 AFL Championship (c)
To Be Announced
SUNDAY
into adventure while en route to
ABC preempts "This is TOM "Bracken's Ilierld" on NBC
High
AFL
foot.
School
championship
Quiz
(c)
The
430
her wedding in--the west. Elizaspecial, "A Last at 10 has "The Money Men," in
4:00
Movie "Ensign Pulver" ball game will-be telecast by beth Hubbard, Strother Martin Jones" for a
4
with comed- which bankers challenge Brack60s,"
the
Laugh
at
5:30 Mister Roberts (c)
To Be Announced
NBC ..from Oakland, Calif., at and Dorothy Shay are guest
Newhart in charge. en's control of the studio.
Bob
ian
a p.m., with Oakland vs Kansas players.
ER
SATURDAY
Cambridge, Don Adthe Wairway wall ligfit*d,
SUNDAY EVENING
City,
Alan King heads the "Kraft Godfrey
Senior
Bowl football
The
Rickat top and bottom?
Don
Benjamin,
Dick
CBS will telecast the NFL Music Hall" show on NBC. ams
are among game is on NBC at 2 p.rif.
Tim
Tiny
and
lea
6:00 News. Weather.
rts (c)
Lassie (c)
Land of the Giants (c) championship game between
World of Disne
To Rome With Love
Minnesota and Cleveland at 1
P.m.
NBC's "Wild ICingdon" at p
Movie "The Naked Prey"
has "Experiment on the Ocean
Floor." capture and training for
a porpoise,
"Yellowstone Cube" is a
World of
comedy wild life movie on
NBC's Disney Hour at 7:30 A
Yellowstone Park bear searches
for her two roaming cubs.
MONDAY MORNING
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
the Temptations and Rodney
Dangerfield are on Ed Sullivan's
News
CBS show at 8,
Mcliales Navy
Jake Hess Show c1
"The ABC Sunday Night
Movie" at 9 screens "The Naked
Prey," starring Cornet Weide.
"It's A Small World" is seen
Captain Kangaroo (c)
on NBC's "Bonanza" at 9,
Michael Dunn and Edward
Lucille Ball (c) Binns are guest stars, with the
former playing a scorned circus
He Said, She Said (c) midget who is needed when
Barbara Moore Show (c) tragedy strikes.
"The Bold Ones" on NBC at
Bewitched
10 offers "Trial of a Mafioso."
Here's why it will be bigger June 30th.
Richard Conte is guest star as
u. What or WbeCe (c)
That Girl (c) 'a -convict determined to gain
Search for Tomorrow (c)
News Cc)
freedom despite Mafia threats,
"Mission: Impossible" on CBS
MONDAY AFTERNOON
at 10 has an episode in which
a trained falcon is used in a
All My Children(c) crown jewel theft. Noel Harrison
News (c)
Noon Show (c)
Sine Convention (c)
and Diane Baker are guest
As The World Turns (c)
(6
Let's Make A Deal c stars.
Many Splendored
ywed Game c
Lives Cc)
MONDAY
Dating Game c
Guiding Light (c)
"Ali My Children" is a new
Houjt
Secreter
ld Cc
daytime drama serial beginning
1. 5/
1
4%Short-Term Certificates - Now $1,000 Minimum
lTO L
thril
ofsbNriatig)
t 'Pro Ise
on ABC, Rosemary Prinz is the.
Dark Shadows(c star, playing a liberal political
mar Pyle, USMG- (c)
er
Gill
rs Island c
activist dedicated to the peace
2. 5% "Extra Earning" Passbook Withdrawal available
es movement who has married Ineni
vie
ult of e
ye Lu
tl a wealthy conservative famJune 30th, no minimum.
ems c ily.
500_
Weather
"NBC Monday Night at the
-Dick Van Dyke Movies" screens "Charlie BubNews
3.
Savings, in any amount.'
bles," starring Albert Finney
MONDAY EVENING
and Liza Minnea
Kaye Stevens and Audrey
News, Weather, Sports Meadows visit Carol Burnett's
Nevrs, Weather, Sports
Weather, Sports
Make the New Year prosperous . . Save Now, and get
Music Scene (c) CBS hour.
d and NVelcome To It (c) Gunsmoke (c)
ABC's "Leve,.American Style'
New People (c) has three segments — "Liveand
your share of our Big June 30 Divielerwelt A your--local
Here's Lucy(
-1
7
the Pickup," "Live and the
Survivors (c) Proposal" and "Live and the
Mayberry R,F. .
Movie: "Charlie Bubble?'(c)
Federal Savings and Loan Branch!
Doris Day (C)
Fighting Couple." Guest players
Love. American Style(c) include Dorothy Lamour, Edd
Carol Burnett (c)
News. Weather and karts
aws. WeatherandSnorts Byrnes, Joan Hackett, Rail HarNews Weather, and Sports
College Basketball per, Dick Sargent, Imogene Coca
Mery Griffin (c)
Johnny Carson c
Untouchabl es
and Shecky Greene.
Dick Cavett(c)
20
TUESDAY
• "Sweet Child of Terror" on
ABC's "The. Mod Squad" has
Jutie-enistakenly kidnaped byan
embittered man whol fears to
let her go.
Vincent Price and Frank
Sinatra
Jr. appear on Red
WSIX—TV
WLAC—TV
WSM—TV
Skelton's CBS show, There is a
Channel $
Channel S
Channel 4
Clem Kididdlehopfter sketch. "Black Water Geld" is the
FRIDAY IttiRNING PROGRAMS
* Effective
NEW YORK (UPI) — Careful fare on ABC's- "vie of the
drivers
lessen
their
chances
of
Duller4.
Bradford
Week."
Keir
a
Svg7
4r^srfthr't S"rtsNlieri reklej
6 741,1i
Immediately
ending up in an accident or
The Brady Bunch
7 111: cc:n*1(r'rtemerZomeVsedlie?Z:
NBA B.skethafl
snowdrift by preparing both
New York vs.
:00 Marne of the Game Movie:
themselves an cars for _cold,
Milwaukee
Name Of ?tut Game "Romenoff and
W
Puzzler
•
slippery weather.
Basketball
Juliet"
lb 10 Nashville Music
Basketball
Movie
7 :30 Del Reeves •-•
While
hubby
is
gettinr
the.
Soota Newv Wilw.: bawls
LAFAYETTE. Insnow Ores put on-and -heving the
21i.,
i t.M#
--- -10 31 MIderilveZiarriltlifl
(UPI)—Fewer than-one per cent
"Heil and
car's
cooline;
electrical,
fuel
and
High Water"
MalM 9:In
41:"4 =
11 SR: :1Untouchables
exhaust sysitems checked and ci the engineers in the United
The Dick Civet/ Show
Perry Mellen
.41 :se The
The Dick Court Show
VW :30Th. Untouchables Movie:
winterized, prepare a safety kit States are women. If you
. SAUCE THOMAS
The Dick Covet Show
•
that will make winter driving wonder why,join the club.
Movie
111
'1
Manager
Purdue
University
is
puzzled,
easier and Icss dangerous. _
SATtlt1).AY AMR WNG PROGRAMS
- — too, since aptitude tests show 40
It ought .0 contain
5iimsen
Sunrise Semester
CS...gest
new .-pray product which per cent could mime- from the
6 10Adventures
of Gulliver the—A
00 Heckle and Jeckle the Jelsoro
menufat terer says-triples tire distaff side. The university's
SnAkv
the
Sear
Bunny
bugs
Shove
I
traction when applied to a wet engineering schools enroll 6,1
•
8 41 7,171,..7,e 'anther
or dry tire fPrestone Spray 'N largest engineering
ards
;110„
tItee
Go). Never decrease tire undergraduate enrollment in the
- 9
304 E. MAIN SIREET
Sr Newts
The Mehl* Comedy
IN arhienew• row
pressures for winter driving. This nation. Only 43 are women.
• George ct the Jungle
Hew
30 Underdog
increases tire wear and also can
• Wacky
The saankeek
,
"'
05 lambs
3
South
North vs_Bowl
Races
A— merican
30
make handling the car
SATUtlAY At-TER No0N-PROGItAMS
unnecessarily difficult. Check
tecrIn us
the car's instruction manual.
by Ernie Bushmiller
Pay- 34%4*Qaune„
South
12 `3'0
An ice and snow scraper
Shoo
North
or
Jr.filleigitrnent
Soulb
BOW
and brush ,to clear themovie
Football
2 -Go?0 Sues:loot
windshield and windows. Some
it.. FeyntisnGidget
Football
Football
Wild K inedom
Mov,it
, windshield. spray it-jeers, come
3 .3000 CetWbe
F,oetboll
Bowl
VV.Oe World of Sports
equipped ..with scraper top.
; 4 yl Ar7, Lig" Frit?Vitty F
Show 'Zint•WL.74.rditsrlinSg°''''
Remember that all windows on
All
Cl Show All Sl, Wrgiting
5 g p4;:prgnwtrotritri
the
car .ouglit to be free of ice
Th
.
et
and snow.
—
SATtltir %V EvE NI NG PROGRAMS
—A solution of windshield
I'LL
Platt Shave
Ithno lass'.
POW Soorts
News, G.e.sson
"ft svisqued
sour The
Loatent
e Welk Game „washer ititi4reeee to add to the
Andy Will.ami
6 50pr,ro,
TRY
tars..
G
ea.n
Show
Wigkerns
Show
Andy
Lawrence
Weep
reservoir
so
that'.
the
washer's
say Three Sons
....renors Wetk
7 30SS Adam 1/
water will not freeze. -._
THAT
'Green Acres
._•werenc•
Welk
eloliytwood Pater*
—Flashlight. ("heck •• to see
8 To' ,411,:,.. th.- _ p.,....0. Junction
•ei. 9
Whale'•
Beath
Dana
gala/ aZ3
ite'•11.;rer
that the bulb.. and .batteries are
oil ,2,a:::laCe
WV.; Swots
Nev•a; Vallee
.
4/ , Mew"
• an GO Neves. Wthr, Sets 'Tannic
\fresh. The magnet flash with al
T rk Clowns
Stonily"
lieslielbail
Nonni* •
asketball
-red
safety reflector is an . I V ft,si BNeff.
II.
Mosel,V.10,1,v.
-11I PI ULLADame vS PPeen.
GeAri,..1
erry Mossoexcellent choice. lt makes a
ISTTIrterrt,
vv.tt
• fc.r
useful warning- devtre that will
Fanfare
-FARNIE;2 Si
"stick" to ain,‘ nietalAccairraCe
"rv •
Death Signe •
OteSAIMILLS/Z- .‘"
Jae -2
of
for
1
-.on the cat when needed
repair purposes._
TELEVISION SCHEDULE

111

3qt

PAC1E

CBS Golf Classic, And ABC's Pro
Bowlers Tour Return To TV Screen

The Largest Semi- Annual Savers'Dividend Everfo
Any Financial Institution In This Alia

45 ,832•27

OUR INSTITUTION OFFERS THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST CERTIFICATE AND PASSBOOK RATES

IOW
•

4'/%Regular

enrk

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

le La.Pr.to

For safety,
prepare for
winter driving
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Farewell to Li hthouse Keepers. Elizabethtown To Be Site
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Of Burns Treatment Center

By RAYMOND VALCOVI
Central Press Association
Correspondent
ly D. Williams brought another
WASHINGTON — A colorful
By Leonani
impossible dream nearer realperiod in American history is
Appropriately, the made th ity as he unveiled the architect
nearing its end, the era of the
the background was "Imposs rendering of the $3 million
lighthouse keeper and the light
ible Dream."
planned
_
center
he guarded, the light that meant
in 1a
e ntwn
izaabtnxto
for titre
light purns
And in the surrealistic
life or death to many a seaman
of a single spot in the dark the hash such facility in the
on a stormy night.
room, State Fire Marshall Bil- us,
Remember the brave lighthostile keeper who was maThe occasion was the Fire
rooned for days on his lonely
Marshal's second annual Christperch, watching the light to
mas ball at the Kentucky Hotel.,
make sure it did not go out
With Marshal Williams at the
as the storm raged about him?
unveiling was Indiana State Fire
And the dedicated wife or
Marshal Harvey Hacker. Judith
daughter' who climbed the ladAnn Cave, of Elimbetbtown,
der that -led to the top of the
Miss Fire Prevention of 1989,
lighthouse, bringing him his
was the vocalist.
meals.
The hospital unit, designed
The stories about them were
by Danville architect, Donald A
true and many a brave lad at
NEW YOR K (UP
Sound
sea owed his life to the doughty
investment strategy in 19'70 Hill, is to be a four-story ultralighthouse keeper who stuck to
.
should
be one of taking modern building, and will be
usamoNa setowmogiag.--Toby Reise, 2, and his dog "Ralph" peer out the
his post while the ocean heaved
by burn victims from both
advantage of weaknesses
window of tamto and fro below him.
Hy car in Warren, Vt., after 45 inches of snow blitzed the area. causing
evident in issues participating usedOhio and Indiana as well as
Gov. Deane c.
Now, after 150 years, the last
ea. Davis to declare-the entire state a disaster area. VS. Weather Bureau calleil-the snowfall
In strong underlying trends, Kentucky.
.of the civilian lighthouse keepfedor
Williams
said
state
no
the
deepest.
in history of the state.
says Bache & Co. It would be a
ers are being phased out There
critical ,error to undertake eral tax money will be used to
are only seven left. All have
commitments on the premise of finance the project. Funds are
reached • retirement age and
Walston, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Mrs . Gloria Abner
protecting against the shorter being raised privately — in
Boy, SWHospital Report
when they leave it will mark
Donna Mathis Rte. 1, Benton; College Court, Murray; Lewis
term uncertainties which-dom- cluding all proceeds from the
the end of an era.
Caristmas
tickets
the
to
sale
of
Turner,
Rte. 5, Mur- Donelson, Rte. 6, Murray; MasMrs. Willie
inate the outlook, the firm
• • •
ray; Miss Cheri Oakley, Rte. 4, ter John Gallagher, 1707B Wells
adds. For the investor looking ball.
THE KEEPERS' will be reState Fire Marshal ADULTS 110
Ohio
Murray; Mrs. Liddie Enoch,(To Ext., Murray; Mrs. Linda Shoffto
1970 and beyond, the
placed either by automation or
Marshal NURSERY 10
Cony. Div.) 1104 Poplar, Murray. ner, 502 Elm, Murray; Thomas
economy continues to evolve as Samuel Sides and
by Coast Guardmen, to whom.
Hacker, of Indiana were guests DECEMBER 30, 1969
Barnett, Rte. 6, Murray; Miss
one of powerful loogterrn
care of the lighthouse light will
of honor at the dance. Both
Tres Cunningham, Rte, 5, Mura
growth.
be just one of a number of
ADIILTS 96
e
said they would seek support
ADMISSIONS
ray; Miss Malinda Wild, Rte. to
'tasks. There are now 187 lightNURSERY 9
from firemen on their own
houses. Most of them are autoIt would be a raistake to
Symsonia; David Salentine, Rte.
DECEMBER
31,
help
1969
tne
to
raise
states
neeessMrs.
Dorothy Williams, 1503
mated, some are run by Coast
3, Murray; Mrs. Golda Curd;• •
over-accentnate negative econ- ary money.
Main, Murray; Miss Carole
Guardmen.
Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs, Rosie Lee,
omic factors in formulating Contributions from local
ADMISSIONS
fire Dunn, 1110 Elm, Murray; hrs.
Lighth'euses go back to Co- `
investment strategyi_says Stan- departments and individuals
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Mildred Albert G Anderson, keeper of the Alki Point lightal---kiniat-days: When—the Colonies
,
Green Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Lel*"
&
dard
Poor's. For the so will be sought. As an added Gana Rumfelt, 210-So. 15th St.,
house (seen in background), near Seattle, Wash.
Hall
Fields,
212
Murray;
E.
Mrs.
Joetta
Driver
12
and
th. '""'" Tabors,
--beeasne independent, 12 light' Rte. 2,
inimediate future, a deepla feature, the first contribution Baby
ton;
Gary
McColl,
Broad
adnlipistering
528
been
St.,
the
lightRte.
Boy,
for by the government, unlike oversold market
2, Murray; Mrs.
houses were turned °vier to the
condition
could
department
local
was
by
a
Murray;
houses.
Mrs
turnJoyce Tidwell,
other civil service employees.
new , federal government. ConMoyne Sims and Baby Girl, 520
A study at Purdue University
well be the springboard for a ed over to the building fund
• • •
The lighthouses now form
gress provided for the work of
Whitnell, Murray; Mader Barry Rte. 7, Lynn Grove; Miss Melin- showed that children with I.Q.
good
rally
following
end
the
of
Just
one
part
of
the
aids
40,000
during the evening — in fact Knight, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. da Wild, Rte. 1, Syrnson* David levels of
ANDERSON ii typical
erecting and maintaining lightthe
122 and up are more
William's Luis Levin, Rte.a,Gilbertsvil
Marshal
houses during its first session to marine navigation adminis- other six civilian lighthouse tax selling. The firm recom- during
le; Salentine, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. outgoing and participating, more
mends
tered
discreet
by
the
use
part
Coast
of
of
a
Guard.
The keepers, the last of 5,200 in the
in 1789. It was the ninth law
speech.
Belinda
Higgins
and
Rte,
Girl,
1,
Emma McAllister, Rte. 1,
emotionally stable, more
others include automatic lights, Lighthouse Service when it was reserves in acquiring stocks But Marshal William's Neel- Mrs.
enacted.
mayriaid; Mrs. Dia= Williams, Murray; Miss Kimberley Garventuresome, spontanet.us,
In the 180 years that have buoys, radio beacons, lightship transferred to the coast-Guard that are available at bargain earned the interruption by the Rte. 7, Murray; Louis Lyons land, Rte. 1, Haze!; Miss Amy
fog signals.
tough•minded, vigorous,
30' years ago. He has 42 years prices.
transpired since then, the light- stations, and
of
the
men
Pleasure
Miller, Rte. 1, Farmington; Glen calculating
Ridge v°1"
• • •
of service, including 19 at Anti_
and self-reliant'than
_-• unteer Fire DePartment whe Rte. 3, Murray; Baby Boy Miller, McKinney, 801
houses were variously under the
N. 18th, Murray; the average and
Rte. 2, Murray; Cleveland Rich.
ALTHOUGH all seven civilian Point, where he lives .with his
jurisdiction of the Treasury Delower groups.
In view of the incr
presented
the first check to go ardscta. Bel 3, peryear,_
Miss
Karen
Turner,
Rte,
lighthouse
keepers
1,
are eligible wife, Elsie. His children, Eloise, instibainnalizatio
Box
Tenn.;
The bright girls among those
partment, including the secren
of
the
the
building
fund.
Alma;
to
retire,
Master
they
Bobby
appear
in no now married, and Ricsard, a
Knight, 318 studied were
Mrs.
Colson, Rte. 3,
tary, the commissioner of the
found to be more
market, the best way to Named as directors for plann- Murray;
Mrs. Rosie Lee, Rte. South 15th, Murray; Mrs. Bessie sentimental than the
Revenue, the fifth auditor of hurry to do so. It's probably be- professor at Michigan State approach
III
1970's
inv
and
ing
construction
the
hosbright
of
3,
cause,
they
like
their jobs. It University. grew up there.
Rte,
Jones,
1,
Dexter;
Mrs,
Clarthe Treasury, and the-RevenueMurray.
boys.
T he remaining lighthouse challenges is to keep in mind pital were K. B. Daniel Jr.,
ice McDaniel, Rte, 3, Murray;
Marine Bureau, which later be- couldn't be the pay. As Albert
G. Anderson. in charge of the keepers are Stephen F. Purgley, the long-range factors that will M.D., Danville; Ft.. Wright Fire
Johnny Walker, 1602 Sunset,
came the Coast Guard.
DISMISSALS
lighthouse at Alki Point, near Mobile Point La.; Joseph G. determine the changing coin- Captain Robert Hebbler; John
Murray; Clyde Perry, N. Cherry.
• • •
- Seattle, Wash., puts it: "It has Hindley, Nobsika Light, woods plexion of American life over L. Thompson, retired manager McAllister, Rte. St., Murray; Mrs. Patricia HenWs. Emma McAllister
A BOARD was created in been a long time between Hole, Mass.; William I. Clark, the next decade, says Spear of the Kentucky Inspection Budon, 512 South 13th, Murray.
1852. to administer them and raises."
Watch__11111Rhode_Island.;Mal— and Staff. Consumer-or " , int__al_louisville; Lexington 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Janice
was subsequently transferred
The pay of the civilian light- colm J. Rosy.-eil, Smith Point, stocks with a strong youth bias Fire Chief Earl McDaniel; Rte. 3, Murray; Crawford Mohun.
DISMISSALS
from the Treasury to the De- houses keepers has remained Va.; Laureate LeClerc Lynde will
Rte. 3 Murray; Carl Ray,
be dominant in the 1970's George H Schmitt, assistant ad- dro,
partment of Commerce -and stationary at 45,100 since 1949. Point, Conn.; and Frank P.
So.
40.4
St.,
Murray;
Mrs.
farm
says.
ministrator
am
Hosof
St.
Joseph
the
.Lenor. to the Department of But Anderson is also furnished Schubert, Coney Island, N.Y.
Kenneth Grogan, Box 141, Murpita', Louisville, and Mrs. Mil- Kaye Colson and Baby Boy, Rte.
--Commerce and, in 1939, to the a free'home at the site and-his
They are the last--74 a vanlie Boehler, of Pleasure Ridge 2, Murray; Claude Vaughn, 905 ray; Mrs. Thelma Mayfield,13113
. An improved spec
—illative
CoUdiarswhich has since retirement plan LS entirely paid 1,shing bred.
Pogue Ave.. Murray;Johnny Pr el Poplar, Murray; Master Mark
'1 mate appears likely in 19711 Park.
Awards also were made to scatty vte- 4, Murray; Billy Bell' Classify, site. 5, Bentifin; Istmes
With the beet opportuniti
Rte. 1, Almo; Milton Outland. 808 Gutlarle, Murray;
'likely to appear in stocks whos Kentucky's top tat( local fire rnader.
WINS SKI JUMP
business outlook is tied neither departments for the year. LanMena,
worsetha caster's volunteer fire fighters
to a possible
headed
the
list
with
Middlebusiness
downturn
nor
GARMISCH PARTENKIRCH.
expected
1
.
1 •
11111114
town, Berea, Ft. Mitchell, Park
EN, Germany (UPI).— Olympic
to mother six months or so VI
QUESTION: "What is Now Testight money, says Hoppin Bros. Hills, Murray Shively. Pikeein
medalist
of
Raska
gold
Jiri
tament Baptism?"
ORDINANCE NUMBER 508, BEING AN ORDINANCE
Flatwoods
and
following
in
Czechoslovalda-- won an interne: & Co. Blue chip stock prices
ANSWER: Ephesians 4:44
AMENDING ORDINANCE NUMBER 273 SO AS TO CHANGE
der.
jumping
lima' ski
event teem entitled to a tecianic21
reads, "The is one body, and
OLD RATES AND FIX NEW GAS RATES. ORDINANCE NUMrebound
cent
10
in
per
or so
of
Thursday with leaps of 303 feet,
one Spirit, even as Se are callBER 273 IS AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING OPERATING
,4 inches and 301 feet, 10 terms of the Dow-Jones Indused in one hope of your calling;
paacTicEs IN CONNECTION WITH THE IfiTNICIPAL NAT- 53
to beat out Anatoli trials after the 1969 "tax-loss
one Lord, one faith, one bapURAL GAS SYSTEM TO BE INSTALLED BY THE CITY OF inches
SheglaikPm of the Soviet Union. selling orgy," the firm adds.
tism." This Passage tells us
Eleven Persons
MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
there is only one baptism in
_
(CentInued Preen Page 1)
_ BR IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON Q6UNCIL OF THE
force today. That is the bapCITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO-WTT:
tism of the great commission.
conduct, and resisting arrest,
:*
e,
given by Christ. "Go ye thereh. one for speeding and disregardSECTION I: All Of that
aa,
rai
Ordinance Number 273
fore ,and teach all nations, beta'
• ...11/
1
4
ing
a
stop-sign
,
one
for
designated "A", "V;"C", "D"
driving
"Re-Connection Charges"
tiring them in the name of them
(that portion from "A" of said ordinance down to but not inwhile intoxicated and public
Father, and the Son, and of.
cluding "Connection Charges") is hereby amended so as to read
drunkenness, one for public
the Holy Ghost." (Matt. 28:19)'.
when so amended as follows, to-wit:
drunkenness
It is the baptien which wall and
possession
of
disk
alcohol, one for driving while
submitted to by the 3,000 on
Monthly Charges to Customers
*slur
the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:
'4$ intoxicated and reckless drivira, STEEL PIER TO RISE AGAIN_
Only charred embers remain
one for possession of alcohol after a $1 million fire sssept the
A. RICSIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL RATE:
41); by the men and women of
Steal-Pier In Atlailtic City,
Samaria, Simon, and a man of
and onen_beera in car, and one N.J. Georg A.Hami4 Jr., owner of the pier.
en
voi:fit
vowed to build
FUN 2,000* cu. ft. of Gas or less
for possesetinf
Ethiopia (Ads 8); Saul of Tar$2.20 Net a
"better-S
teel
Pier
than
before."
Next 1,000 cu. ft.
at
sus (Acts 9); Cornelis and
1.85 Per mgr.
Next 1,000 Cu. ft.
at
those assembled at lila house
1.75 Per MCF
Next 1,000 eta ft
at
(Arts 10:47-48); Lydia (Acts 16:
LSO Per MCF
Next 1,000 Cu' ft.
at
15); Crispur (Act. _18*." nielf
1.10 Per MCF
Next 4,000 Cu. ft.
at
at Ephesus (Acts 19:5); and all
1.05 Per MCF
Over 10,000 Cu. ft.
at
ethers, even today who submit
0.95 Per MCF
Minimum Monthly Charge
to God's will.
$2-20
It is not sprinkling or pourB. MEDIUM COMMERCIAL RATE:
ing water on a person. It is immersion in water! "Therefore
First 8,000 cu. ft. of Gas or Less
$8.18 Net
we are buried with him by bapNext 10,000 Cu. ft
at
0.90 Per MCF
tism into death: . . . For if we
Next 19,000 Cu. ft.
at
0.85 Per MCF
have been planted together in
Over 35,000 cu. It.
at
. 0.80 Per MCP
the likeness of his death we
Minimum Monthly Charge
0.10
,f
aaa,•
shall be also in the likeness of
C. LARGE COMMERCIAL RATE:
his resurrection." (Rom. 8:4-3J
"Buried with him in bap4.1am,
First 10.000 cu. ft. of Gas or Less
$8.50 Net
•
• . • " (Col. 2:124
Next 15.000 cu. ft.
at
0.50 Per MCF
New Testament baptism is'
Next 25.000 cu. ft
•;
• +.,t ,44
at
0.70 Per mcr
from the remission of sins—that
Over 50,000 cu. ft.
at 0.85 Per MCF
one met obtain the forgiveDen
Minimum._Monthly—Charge—
-M8507
or sins. '. . . Repent, and be
D. GAS AIR CONDITIONING RATE:
baptized everyone of you In
the name of Jesusjriet for
First 500 MCF of Gas
at
$0375 Per MCF
the- remission (
O
...
Over 500 MCF
. of Gas
at
0.525 Per MCF
(Acts 2:38). It is 4 grass error
'
4E. GA
- to try and make Me passage
LIGHT RATE:_ _
Aar,.
teach that one should be bap-49590ren. ft. of Gas or Less
$1.10 Net
tized because sins are already
Caiei'i,500 cu. ft. of Gas
1.10 Per MCF
remitted. In this connection
nee
• --Minimum Mminthly Charge
$1.10
SNOW ON THE ROOF Steve Hard deft r gives 111, Ill, WI
consider Acts 22:16, " . . . aDISASTER AREA Waist -deep in snow. a motorist tries
T. INDUSTRIAL RATES:
Douglas McSweeny helping hand in shoveling snow from
to
rise, arid be baptized, and wash
his car out of a snow drift
in Warren. Vt. after a record-breaking storm
away thy sins,','.." It is plain
Doug's roof in Burlington, Vt.. after record snowfall
inches of snow in its wake Gov Deane Davis batteeeti New England, leaviiie up to tn
Industrial rates will be negotiated depending on the volumn
cif elared state of ‘'erniont a disaster
to see that remission of sins
area
of gas required. A 5% penalty. will be added -to all-bills If
follows baptism.
not paid within 10 days after the date of bill.
New Testament baptism Is an
Peanuts®
'immersion in Water, which,
SECTION
All that portion of Ordinance Number 273 in
by Charles M. Schulz
when, preceeded by -faith, reconflicL4rewith is hereby repealed In all other respects, Ord- PEANUTS
THE ANNUAL SPORTS
pentance of sills, and confesinance Number 273 is hereby reaffirmed.
'PORTS CELEBRiT1E5 FROM ALL
'JOE ARIOWED TO REPORTERS THIS
sion of faith in Christ, results
HE15 YOUR HERO,
BANVET HELD HERE
it
OVER
THE
ATTENDED-THE
NATION
MORNING..
HE
EXPLAINED
THAT HE
PASSED ON FIRST READING ON THE 30TH -DAY OF
in the remissicn of ope's sins
LAST NIGHT WA;
CHARLIE BROWN!
ONLY ATHLETE M155IN6 LI3A5
HAD MARkEP WE WRONS DATE ON
DECEMfiER, 1969.
by God. Have 'aou been Scrip-A HUGE SUCCESS.
EiAc2E8ALL PLAIiER JOE 54iABOTNIk
1ES GALENPAR,THE WRONG CITY_
aurallY baptized? Why delay?
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WAND
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HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5 00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
ph-ne calls please.
TFC

Rentgfte

MOON NE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

I

0

GULF STATION

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

Abner &Boy, 311
Murray; Lewis
6, Murray; Masgher, 1707B Wells
Mrs. Linda ShoffMurray; Thomas
6, Murray; Miss
ham, Rte. 5, Murlade Wild, Rte. 1,
Id Balentine, Rte.
Golda Curd,
; Mrs. Rosie Lee,
y; Mrs. Mildred
Hazel; Mrs. Lula
, Murray.
•---Purdue University
children with I.Q.
and up are more
3articipating, more
stable, more
spontanek,Js,
led, vigorous,
d self-reliant tfian
nd lower groups.
Iris among those
'ound to be more
han the bright

Answers

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. A
mature executive type concerned about his future. A sincere
FOR RENT
desire to succeed, life time sales
FOR SALE
position, no travel, excellent
shop
you
while
rent
WHY NOT
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and starting salary plus commisbrick
for a home? Four-bedroom
others. Christmas special, used sions. "Equal Opportunity Emhome, 2% blocks from campus, Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
ployer SUP". Call Dave Dumcity shcool district. Will lease Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58, mer
443-8765 or send resume to
to August 1st. Phone 753-7772, Phone 527-8965, Benton, Ky.
Drawer 691, Paducah, Kentucky.
if no answer call 753-7707.
Jan.-5-C
2-9-C
J-5-C
REGISTERED Irish setter pupBEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Lee pies. Phone 753-1748.
TFC AVON CALLING- Don't just
Apartments, South- 16th Street,
think about being a Representacross from Westview Nursing THE MURRAY Aquarium and ative-Be roe-Act Now-Write
Home. Two bedrooms, bath, Pet Shop will close for remod- or call Mrs. Evelyn L Brown,
utility room, living room, kitch- eling December 25. We will re- Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
2-3-C Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 965en and dining area. Carpeted. open January 3, 1970.
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
H-J-2-C
3363.
8-N FORD tractor with disc. Call
Refrigerator, built in stove and
436-5523 after four p. m. 2-2-C WANTED: day cook at Tren3ven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone: 753- ANTIQUES: 1873 Maastricht, holm's Drive-in, 12th a n d
Chestnut. Apply in person. No
E/74 or 753-3865. 1,
.455-70 rifle. Brass Andirons,
J-3-C
H-J-2-C small dressers, mantle bed, love phone calls.
seat and rocker. Phone 753-7241 WANTED: Baby sitter to May
TWO-BEDROOM duplex. Stove,
after 6:00 p. m.
2-2-P in my home from 8:00-4:30,
refrigerator and air conditioner furnished No children or WELL PUMP. Phone 436-2393 Monday thru Friday, beginning
in February. For an interview
pets. $90.00 per month, $50.00
2-2-P
appointment call 753-8739.
deposit. 1314 Vine. Phone 7532-3-C
579L
2-3-C EARLY VICTORIAN parlor set.
five pieces, mint condition. Call
WANTED:
baby
sitter
for1%
BUSINESS BUILDING at 1301 753-8421.
2-6-C year old
child. Call 753-1812.
West Main, 32' x 75'. Phone
SS-C
753-3069.
2-5-C USED LIVING ROOM furniture
Phone 753-7262.
2-4-NC
WILL RENT small furnished
Ipartment to suitable working SHOTGUN, 12 gauge, 1100 RemUR SELLERS
lady. $70.00 per month, utili- ington, 3" Magnum, $150.00
(UPI)
ties furnished. Outside entrIlice. Hay, 200 bales 60( each. Call
J.6.11 --tesiseeme by Iviellabrafat.,WiallesO
Will need car. Phone 753-1794. 763-4922.
2-2-C

D NEW, spacious 3-bedbrick at 1511 Belmonte
rive. Fully carpeted, central
and air, 2 ceramic baths,
garage, kitchen built-ins
uding dish washer and gar-e disposal, large entrance
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone 753-5862
and lots of closet space.
ner will trade for email home
for farmland.
NEW 3-bedroom brick
Westwood Subdivision. Cenheat and air, 2 ceramic
carpeted, kitchen builts, large panelled family room,
I rt and outside
storage. Fiing available.
EWLY DECORATED 3-bed• • 0 brick and aluminum aidg. Large wooded lot provides
beautiful setting for this spar.
home of more than 1800
ft. Has a den with firelace, 2 ceramic baths, 2-car
age, kitchen buiRtna and
the patio
.----ii
tding glass door
• II ROOM BRICK
at 1509
PRAYS FOR PEACE ON EARTH---A crowd surrounds Pope Paul
VI as he leaves after celebrating mass in St. Agapito Roman
lmante. Has central heat and
, carpeting, kitchen built-ins,
Catholic church in one of Rome's worst slums. In his
ceramic bath plus ceramic
Christmas message, the Pontiff prayed for an extension of
s war stall in the utility room.
the Vietnam cease-fire and that peace also would come to
' ner will consider trade.
an Middle East and Nigeria. EDROOM BRICK at 1620
Has central heat and.
, carpeting, kitchen built
1-% baths. Owner will trade
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Henreid directs
THE•GODFATHER.- Mario PME0
farm property.
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartHOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Paul
• AUTOS Kilt SALE
Frank*
-Perry, who produced
THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND BEDROOM BRICK at 1615
ment, electric heat, washer and
Henreid
will direct a segment of
produce
will
Summer,"
;Last
Daphne du Mauriew
• Imonte. Has central heat and
stove furnished, $60.00 a mon- 1967 SIDICA GL S-1000. One THE
FRENCH LIEUTENANT'S
"Diary of t Mid NBC's "Bracken's World" at
direot
ant!
ceramic
owner,
radio,
carpeting, 1-%
heater, white
th. Lotated at 1609 Fanner. Call
- -Fox.
WOMAN -John Fowles
Housewife" from a screenplay. 20th Century
ths, kitchen built-ins and
753-2210.
2-3-C walls, four speed, 25,000 miles. THE SEVEN-MINUTES - irring
owe
Kaufman
adaptation
Sue
of
Phone 75E7241 after 8:00 p. m.
utility room. Located in
Wallace'
novel.
TWO APARTMENTS: one furschool district. Possession
J-2-P THE INHERITORS - Harold
* * *
Robbins.
aimed, one unfurnished. Co
deed.
Heston re-elected
pies preferred. Close to town. 1960 CHEVY 6 cylinder, stand- THE LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
home
FRAME
EDROOM
Susann
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) No pets. Call 753-3195.
J-6•C ard transmission, extra nice, IN THIS
h aluminum siding, located
HOUSE OF BREDE Charlton
$250.00. Call 436-2323.
Heston has been renext
janseen's
1600 Ryan Ave. Convenient
Godden
Rumer
CARD OF THANKS
.
THE PROMISE - Chaim Potok
elementary schools and the
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - elected president of the Screen
We wish to express our
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN varsity.
)avid
Janssen will- star next in Actors Guild in the union's anthanks and appreciation to all 1963 PONTL4C Bonneville, 4Michael Chrichton
EDROOM FRAME home with
Macho Callahan"for Embassey nual election; also elected as first
who assisted in any way in the door, all power and air, local PUPPET ON A STRING
vice-,pt‘aident was John Gavin..
onnecting garage apartment.
Alistair MacLean
Pictures.
3-2-0
of the illness and death car. Call 436-2323.
.
ted near the center of HsCaine
inother
of our beloved
1969 CUSTOM pick-up, 5,000
Ky. A good 2-family home
Housden who passed away on
kraiwor to Yesterday's hada
home with an income.
December 14 at the age of 83 miles, six months old. Phone
753-9421.
ROOM -FRAME home in
PRESENT -n.14 CREATI9N years. To Dr. Clark, nurses at
j r
ir4O@ DOA
o, on a 3/4 acre lot. Near
Dean Acheson
ACROSS
the hospital and the convales- 1967 CHEVROLET four door
4-Relevant
i430 ona?J WOM14
PETER PRINCIPLE school
5-Cutting tool
cent home. Your expressions of hardtop, V-8 automatic, poiver THE
61510111M 2140 MO
Laurence I. Peter and Raymond
I-Hindu cymbals
6-Mire
r I ROOM FRAME home on
sympathy, love and kindness steering, factory air, good tires,
300 UOUIGi
4-Contests
7 Lamb's pen
Hull
ktop road S. E. of Murray.
Skeefore
name
have made our burden a little low mileage. Perfect running THE SELLING OF THE
MOM URN QOUP
12-Be ,n debt
8-Vapor
price of $5,500 includes
PRESIDENT 1968 MOGI MOO COO
lighter.
condition. Phone 753-4516.
13-Reioke
9-Silkworm
• ting, TV antenna, window
Joe McGinnis' ,
• UMOMMA UO
triumph
Thank you for everything.
10 Hurried
2-7-C
AMERICAN HERITAGE :The and stove.
14-Tattered cloth
UOT MOO DUO
11 Urge on
The Family
16 Consumes
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH 15-Measuring
MOO nao MOM
SO ACRES located just west fit . YOU ,FOLKs IN ressimssaie . . . It wal. siev yew ,te
•
device
1TP
18-8,05k
q'tt•
'
LANGUAGE
William
Monis;
.-roldwirter, with excellent blec.
OMR EOM NM
17-Eating to get
Streetcar
Editor-askew(
no nmo mmonno
thin
20-Babylonian
top frontage on Hwy. 121. Has
check on the price of these tires!
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS19-Domesticate
hero
aM0111. MUM OW
['2-bedroom frame home with oaAntonia Eraser
21-Swiss river
22 Walk Wearily
MOO QMOU son
-' ural gas heat.
22-Having mad*
23-Artist's
MY LIFE WITH-JACQUELINE
a will
stand
'
KENNEDY - Mary Barelli
ACRES with 2-bedroom
COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
24 Period of time
41-Father
25-Pertaimng to
53 Lair
Gallagher
e home, located near Lo26-Cut
44 Strip of
'the cheek
55 Pedal
THE MAKING OF THE
27 Odor
Effective January 6th
leather
digit.
•
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER
•
Grove Church area. Has
29-Sun god
PRESIDENT 1968 28 Reimburse
46-Secluded
564Ausic:
30-Breaks suddenly 31 Food fish
acco barn, tool shed, smoke.
valleys
Theodore H. White • '
as
32-Xidifiona I
34 Peer Gynt's
48 Withered
written
se, 2 stock ponds, 14 acre
MY LIFE AND PROPHECIES 33-Man's nen*
mother
50-Resort
59 A continent
base and 1.24 acre tobacJessie Dixon with Rene
•
36 Spiral
51 Label
35-Man's name
(abbr.)
base.
52 Anger
37-Parent (colloq) 39 Filament
213 Spruce Street
'
Phone 753-36115
AMBASS4MR'S JOURNAL ACRES on blacktop road,
38-Intertwine
0 1
I3 W
:::
JohnK.
Galbraith
40-land measure
24 miles S. E. of Murray. 29
:::
*!
THE COLLAPSE OF THE THIRD
Will
Open
Regularly
(PI-)
.,;:1 4
2
corn base, good fences, 4
56
REPUBLIC - William L Shires
.42-Parent (colloq.)
.::
}e
ItE4,1. ESTATE FOR SALE
nds, entire farm sowed down
ruesday Friday
441-Eneveatiee
ie 7
1
3
,3:30-9:30
permanent pasture. Has 415-Commemorative
Saturday
A
BELTONE factory fresh hair
1 -4
day
••
1
2
frame house in fair con- REDUCED for quick sale. Own- Closed Sundays ins aid batteries for all make
17-Possessive
W i:•••.
ition. This is a good farm for er leaving Murray, January 1st.
pronoun
7
3
2
::P
aids,
Drugs.
2
hearing
Wallis
•
Two-bedroom home with extra
crop or for cattle.
49-Extrernely'
OFFERING
Dowahold
••..
ALL
li
SERVICES
...
TFC
Terrible
2
00 ACRES farmland 3 miles large living and dining room.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).- in an SO hived
HAIRCUTS
:A °
11.11
••••
.3
carredecorated.
Shag
NeWly
E. of Murray, just off Van
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stanch
SHAVES
economy mOve. MGM has hung 54-Ancient weapons
3 .k'3
3
ioe
leave Road. Approximately 50 peting throughout, beautiful and refills are now available at
til 11
sin on its studio in 57-Equality
SHAMPOO
,a
paper,
elecwall
draperies and
.4: A
3
58-Place for combat
cleared.
the Ledger & Times Office Sup
a
•o
•
=k
SHOE
SHINE
London.
i
ic
heat and air-conditioning', ply store.
60 Parcel of land
TFNC
08 ACRES on blacktop road, tric
3
1
1
S
M
6
*
*
*
61-Mature
(Leave Your Sires, Pick Up Next Dar)
New Frigidaire appliances, in-,
proximately 10 miles S. E.
62-Pertaining to
eludes range with self-cleaning
••
74
4
punishment
f Murray. 50 acres cleared, 40
•••
V* ••
For Appointment Call 44 Nears Ahead
oven, refr_gerator with vertical
O
•••
63
Ocean
Title change
crag bottomland. Has 14 acre
l5
5
Tetraiting Necessary)
freezer and automatic ice makNell
It
Moe
%.
-•rn base and 1 ,acre tobacco
•
HULLYWOOP
DOWN
(1_11
/1
)
*
er, also dishwasher arid garbage
COUNTRY HAMS
3
.3
Priced $125 acre. Owner
Warner Bros. has changed the -1-Man's
-WILLIAM 1-1, HORNBUCKLE, R.R,
disposal. This is an interior.
O.
i
I consider trade for income
*4140 Lb.
titir of "Blood Kin" to Last of
nickname
W:
N
6
2
0 6
decoratorshome and Must be
00
U
••.
2
-Reverence
•roperty in Murray.
O
the Mobile Hot-Shots."
to be appreciated. 920 N.
3-Udvigns
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, lee.
We still have.that.good
38 ACRES just south ,or .Ky.- seen
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753country Sausage
enn. border. Has 120 acres
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for apleered, 2 houses, 2 wells, plenSHROAT'S - MEAT
pointment
Jan.-22-C
y of water for stock. Priced.
MARKET
170 acre.
SPACIOUS two-story tradition109 North 5th Street
WOULD like to takeLebis al house, built less than two
WEL L,I - Ai-1 -YES„.X DO
)
...
(WELL,GENTLEMEN OUR C.OtesITRY'*
DID YER NOTiC,E,THeM
GUESS
• I portunity
to wish everyone years, four bedrooms, 2% baths,
Phone 753-2953
AND I CONGRATULATE `st2t1
HAS NOTAl/A16 TO WORRY MOuT
MILITARY FELLERS DiDN'T
TAKE
THAT'S
THESE SFACRNIKE TINED
Happy and Prosperous New living room, dining room, 31' x
TFC
MEN
FOR
YOUR
MEN
LONG
AS
SO
LIKE
c3ROWAN5
HAIR
TuRs4
A
WHEN
OVER OUR TOWN,GENERAL. WE
WE
viforr MEV
ear.
15' family room, with fireplace,
AND SCRAPPLE ARE AROUND
TOLL,'EN ABOUT NABBING mediN BY
FletURBO **Mt KNOW WHAT T'
9
TON YOUNG REALTY, 4th two car garage, central heat
THOSE
DO WITH 'EM
CREEPS FROM
KEEPIN'A
d -Maple Street. Office phone, and air, completely landscaped
OuTER SPACE .7.7
STIFF UPPER.
53-7333. Home phones: Fulton Phone 753-7905.
2-2-P ELECTROLUX SALES & SetLIP, POP/
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,
Young,. 753-4946; Ishmael Stin
eIL San& rs. Phone 31124174,--7531534.
Lynnville, Keetucky. Jan.-2K
SERVICES OFFERED
2-3-C
`.1=6.J.
Nr.7%
4
alma.
YOMILhome remodeling
/.'
LOTS FOR SALE: Loss near
tions and re airs.._Thie esU
tfniverzty soma albt 14:t mates. Call 7534123. Jim.-20-C
%
1
***A
WA
%
r
i
merits. One corner lot 93' x
,
//
149' zoned for duplex, $4650; SAWS FILED, electric heaters
e
1
one lot 90' x 149' zoned for and all small Nipliances repair
duplex, $4500; one lot 90' x ed. 512R So. 12th St., 753.6067.
Makes water soft by getting
Jan.4-C
149' zoned tot duplex, $4275;
•.4 it
•len
Wm... Weiss.. So
one lot 131' x 150' zoned for
of
irons
and
rid
acids!
three apartments, $5248; one PROMPT and guaranteed washer, dryer, range, dishwasher
lot 160' x 150' zoned for four
and refrigerator service. Paul's
apartments, $8000. Special JanPhone 753-9865.
Jan.-19-C
Phone 7S3-597$
uary offer to builders: 25%
down, balance three months. DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding
MEAN IN'Val.1- WORSEff-THAR
--AN HO
-50N-I IS GOIN'ON
iftHousehold S. Commercial
I/ONMY
TI-1.4614E,
Co. Shingle and roll roofing and
J
John Pasco, 753-2649.
BE MAYOR FO'
MiGHT BE
DON'T
TH
'TOMMY
THIONE
NA/1-10 DateT
repairs.
Aluminum
siding.
4.1E51'
'TWO MORE
.DOGPATO-IERS
NICE two
-bedroom house, $12,- Guaranteed workmanship.
WHOLESOME
WI40 SA
KNOW
S.4%/ REMEMBERED
NPARS?
000. Now renting for $125 per Phone 489-2425.
MIN'OUTSIDE
TRiMtr
_TV SHOW"
Feb.-3-C
NOT
MPTHiNe r
Ca,
month. $3000 down, monthly
DOGPATCH-HAIN T
TON IG HT,AN'
WANTED 'TO BUY
YOU
en.
ELSEI!
payments $69.78.
HOMi
LEGMAN
WARM
N177741'
DUPLEX APARTMENT on
WANTED to buy, diut fired
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Effective January 1, 1970, the Bank of Murray will pay
5% on all certificates of deposit, with the intirest being compounded daily and guaranteed foe a period of five years. This
5% rate compounded daily on a 12 months certificate gives an
annual effective yield of 5.125%. This rate is the highest effective yield any insured bank can pay.
In case interest rates for Bank of Murray certificates
should go up, the interest on your certificate of deposit will also
go up at the next maturity date. However, if interest rates go
down, you will continue to earn 5% for the next five years.
It will not be necessary for our customers to bring in their
certificates of deposit, as they are automatically covered at their
next maturity date.
We are also proud to inform our customers that the Federal,'Deposit Insurance Corporation has raised the insurance for
each depositor to
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